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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY: THE IDYL IN CLASSIC LITERATURE.

The purpose of this dissertation is to set forth the origin, de-

velopment, and character of the idyl in German literature up to

the time of the publication of the Luise by Voss, in 1795. This in-

cludes three main parts: 1. idyllic literature in Germany before

Opitz; 2. the development of the pastoral idyl depicting an ideal

existence' and its culmination in Gessner; 3. the reaction which

followed, resulting in the realistic idyl of Maler Miiller and Voss.

In this thesis the term Idyl is used in the sense of a small

"Genrebild," complete in itself, which pictures simple life in close

communion with nature, as over against the more
Definition of complex conditions of an advanced civilization,

Idyl . especia lly of city life .
1

This Genrebild or Idyl may depict real life (as in

Theocritus and Voss), or idealized existence in an imaginary
Golden Age (as in Gessner).

1 This definition of the idyl proper is based mainly on the full treatment of

the theory of the idyl in Herman Baumgart's Haudbuch der Poetik, p. 268, ff.,

and p. 346, ff.

Koberstein's definition of the idyl (Gescb. d. Deut. Nat. Lit., V. 63) better fits

the idyllic epos, than the shorter Geurebild or idyl proper, showing that he must
have had Luise or Herrman und Dorothea in mind. He says: "Die Idylle

diejenige Dichtungsart, welche die Mitte zwischen der streng epischen und der

mahlerisch-beschreibenden Gattung halt, indem sie die Erzahlungsform die aber

auch ofter durch die dialogische vertreten wird weniger auf die Darstellung von
Thaten und Handlungen als auf Schilderung von Zustanden und Ereignissen
anwendet."

Of. also Fritzsche-Hiller's Theokrit, p. 4.
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In the literature of the world idyllic and pastoral poetry has

flourished especially during four periods. It first appeared in the

third century before Christ in the idyls of Theocri-

The Four Great tus, followed by those of Bion and Moschus. Then
Periods of Idyl- in the first century before the Christian era, Vergil

lie Literature. laid the foundation of his poetic fame by wri-

ting his allegorical idyls, in which he found many
imitators. The third period has its roots in the Italian Renais-

sance, which eventually produced the allegorical pastoral drama

and romance, affecting and moulding the literature of all Europe,

especially of the other romance countries and of England. In

Germany, where the Reformation completely absorbed all other

interests, it did not assert its influence before the beginning of the

seventeenth century, when Opitz introduced the shepherd drama,
and Weckherlin the pastoral idyl, the influence of Opitz being

paramount in German literature for a hundred years.

The fourth great period in wjiich idyllic literature flourished

belongs especially to Germany. During the latter half of the six-

teenth century this literature again took the form of the idyl

proper, bursting into bloom in the works of numerous authors.

In Gessner the idealized pastoral idyl reached its culmination; a

reaction necessarily followed, and the idyls of Miiller and Voss

came back to a realistic portrayal of actual life, as is found in

Theocritus. The circle was complete.

These different periods have, of course, organic connection

with each other. Hence it seems necessary to give a short sketch

of the characteristics of the preceding periods as an introduction

to the main subject.

During the great classical age of Hellas, the Greek, "the most

versatile man the sun ever shone on," as Gosche 1
says, had seem-

1 See the excellent article by Dr. Richard Gosche in Archiv fiir Litteratur-

geschichte, Vol. I. (1870), pp. 169-227: Idyll und Dorfgescbichte im Altertum
und Mittelalter.
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ingly exhausted all the forms of literature. Then
The Idyl in came the non-productive and critical Alexandrian

Greek Litera- era, no longer believing in the gods, and subjecting
tare. Theocritus, the old heroes to historical criticism. New motives

and styles of poetry were sought for, and with an

advanced civilization came a surfeit of city life, a dissatisfaction

caused by complex social conditions. 1 The idyls of Theocritus,

grounded in this general feeling, were hailed with joy. These idyls

led one away from the bustle and hollowness of over-refinement

back to nature, to ascend the mountains, to listen to the rustle

of the brook, walk over the meadow covered with pasturing

flocks, and rest in the shadow of the tamarisks.

But this description of nature, beautiful as it is, was not the

most important part. It served after all only as the background
for those who peopled it. These characters, simple, natural, in

full accord with their surroundings, far away from the disordered

state of Greece and Egypt, in Sicily "rich in flocks," pipe and

sing, talk in dialogue or soliloquy so naturally that we really

seem to hear them. They lay bare before us the primary and

common emotions and passions of the human heart. All is fresh

and has the flavor of reality; like the shepherd's skin in the sev-

enth Idyl: "The smell of rennet clinging to it still;"* or, like the

bowl in the first: "Smacking still of the knife of the graver."
3

Idyllic elements are found in literature before Theocritus. 4 But

Theocritus stands before us as the creator of this form of litera-

1 This thought is also brought out by E. C. Stedman in his Victorian poets

(Boston 1876) in the chapter entitled Tennyson and Theocritus (p. 201), in

which he shows the similarity of these two idyllic authors and of the periods in

which they lived. He claims the superiority of Tennyson over the Syracusan
"because his thought and period are greater" I (p.!87).-Cf. also Fritzsche-Hiller's

Theocritus,p.l.l, and Lang's Theocritus, p. XXXVI.-Cf. Gosche ALG., I., p. 184,ff.

2 Idyl VII, 15 : veas ra/ucroio

3 Idyl I, 28 : en yXvtfydvoio ir

4 Even the Iliad (XVIII. 525) shows us Hephaestos inscribing on the shield of

Achilles a pastoral scene. The Odyssey has more of such elements, as in the

story of Nausikaa, or Polyphemus, or the description of Calypso's cave. Further-

more, the satyr-drama, comedy, and mimes have material of idyllic nature. See

Fritzsche-Hiller's Theocritus, p. 5, ff. Gosche, p. 183, ff.
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ture,
1 and his idyls have ever been the model to which all later

authors are obliged to return, like the works of Homer and Phi-

dias, unsurpassed, perhaps unattainable. Three qualities espe-

cially mark the work of Theocritus: power of depicting genuine
emotion and passion, love for nature, and the ability to give to

his characters the background that most harmoniously blends

with their disposition and state of feeling.

In the next century Bion and Moschus 3 followed in the foot-

steps of Theocritus. But we appreciate keenly the greatness of

Theocritus as soon as we compare his work with that of his suc-

cessors. For with all their grace and skill, there appears already

in them, especially in their treatment of love, a tendency towards

sentimentality and trifling, towards rhetorical ornamentation,

which became so prominent characteristics of later pastoral

poetry. The idyl was on its way to Vergil.

The eminently practical Romans had a less keen sense for

poetry perse than the Greeks, and with all their love for outdoor

life,
4
they saw nothing in pastoral life to arouse

The Idyl in their admiration or to celebrate in song. Only
Latin Litera- when the shepherds became the mask for promi-
ture. Vergil. nent personages did this added spice make the idyl

acceptable to the palate of literary Rome. This

allegory and personal allusion, which in Theocritus had been mere

episode,
5 became rule and aim in Vergil's eclogues.

6 The shep-

1 Fritzsche-Hiller's Theocritus, p. 1, 11.

2 So in Idyl II, Simaetha endeavoring to reconquer her lover by magic, does it

under the moonlit sky, some distance from town and within the sound of the sea.

Cf. also Idyls III., VIII., etc,

3 See Fritzsche-Hiller's Theocritus, p. 23.

4 This, as well as their practical tendency, is witnessed by their rich literature

on agriculture.

5 In Idyl VII. Theocritus refers to himself; in XIV. to Ptolemy.
6 Cf. Les Oeuvres de Virgile par E. Benoist (Paris 1867), p. LIII; also

Fritzsche-Hiller's Theocritus, p. 23. Also History of Rom. Lit. by Teuffel and

Schwabe, Vol. I., p. 430. In the very first eclogue Vergil, under the mask of

Tityrus, praises Augustus for restoring his land to him; in III., VI., X. he praises

and natters his patrons, and so on.
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herd's dress became but a mask, the pastoral poem was to be

allegorically interpreted. Vergil's influence in this respect was of

lasting importance, determining for more than seventeen cen-

turies the character of pastoral literature in the Komance coun-

tries, in England and in Germany, until nature and healthy real-

ism again asserted themselves in the idyl of the eighteenth century.

Classic Latin literature, however, has given us at least one perfect

idyl, some say only one: the Moretvm, of unknown authorship.
1

In the third century, when the classic era was nearing its

close,
2 Greek literature produced one more work of enduring

power, the shepherd romance Daphnis and Chloe, attributed to

Longos.
3 It has all the healthy enjoyment of simple life that we

find in Theocritus, and is of importance as being the great model

for the later pastoral romance.

CHAPTER II.

IDYLLIC LITERATURE IN GERMANY BEFORE THE TIME OF OPITZ.

As we enter the Middle Ages, when the classics fast became a

sealed book, the idyl as a literary form almost disappears.
4 We

1 W. Hertzberg in the Gedichte des Virgilius (Stuttgart 1856), p. 93, speaks

of this, calling it a "literarisches Unicum" Cf. Gosche, ALG., I., 205.

2 Of the followers and imitators of Vergil may be mentioned: Calpurnius,

the gross flatterer of Nero; Nemesianus, Ausonius of Bordeaux, the first Christian

writer of eclogues, the best being Mosella, a description of a journey along the

rivers Mosel and the Rhine (before 375) .

3 Gosche in ALG., I., p. 211, says: The old Grseco-Roman world completed
its idyllic poetry in these three stages: The great Theocritus, the unknown au-

thor of the Moretum, and Longos.
4 Its place is, perhaps, supplied by Christian legends and stories, some of

which, especially those of the hermits, contain idyllic elements. But these are

few, as the very seclusion of the hermits was to show in what utter contempt

they held the outer world.
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do not meet it again till the beginning of the ninth

The Idyl at the century, at the German court of Charlemagne.
Court of Here a renaissance movement had led to the form-

Chralemagne. ing of an academy for scientific and literary
'

study.
* The study of Latin authors soon led to

the cultivation of the idyl, especially under the influence of Vergil

and Calpurnius. Most of these poems
2
possess no value apart

from their historical interest. They teem with classical phrases

and allusions, oddly mingled with Christian views. 3

One idyl, however, written by some member of the circle around

Charlemagne, deserves our special attention as being "the first

real eclogue of the Middle Ages,"
4
namely: Conflictus Veris et

Hiemis. It is full of dramatic movement, representing Spring

and "Winter as vying with each other in song. Spring greets the

cuckoo, while Winter threatens the bird in order to drive it away,
until Palaemon bids him cease (Desine plura, hiems), and wel-

comes the cuckoo (Salve, duke decus, cuculus, per saecula salve).
6

The winter described is the winter of Germany, not the mild win-

1 This circle chose names from antiquity, biblical and classical, in odd confu-

sion. Charlemagne was David, Alcuin (of England) Flaccus, Angilbert Homer,
and other court dignitaries bore the pastoral names of Menalkas and Thyrsis.

See Wattenbach: Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter (Berlin

1885), Vol. I., p. 147.
2 These poems are found in E. Dummler's collection Poetae Latini Aevi

Carolini (Berlin 1881) Vol. I.

3 Angilbertus, in the academy called Homer, wrote an Ecloga ad Carolum

Regem (David) in which he offers fulsome praise to the king (Diimmler's Poetae

Latini, I. 360). There are several refrains, each repeated nine times, which in

themselves show the character of the poem. These are:

Surge, meo domno dulces fac, fistula, versus,

David amat Vates, vatorum est gloria David.

David amat Christum, Christus est gloria David.

Surge meis caris dulces fac, fistula, versus.

In an ecloga by Naso (Dummler's Poetae Latini, I. 385, ff.) a youth and an

aged man converse of song, after which follows a description of nature and out-

door life.

4 Gosche ALG, I., p. 213.
5 In a later idyl by the Anglo-Saxon Alcuin (See Dummler's Poetae Latini

Aevi Carolini, Vol. I., No. LIX.), who possibly wrote the Con ffictus, too, a simi-

lar theme is treated (beginning: Nunc cuculus ramis etiam resonavit in altis).

A description of spring is given in which Phoebus, Bacchus, and Cupid are men-

tioned. It closes, however, with an admonition to praise Christ: "Dulcisouo

Christum resonantis semper in ore."
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ter of the south; and the cuckoo as harbinger of spring also be-

longs to Germany.
1 This idyll is of importance, too, as being the

origin of the Streitgedichte,
2 so popular during the Middle Ages,

and which may be traced down even to Hans Sachs.

In the history of the development of Germany, the Dorf occu-

pies a very prominent position. Around this cluster the first be-

ginnings of the Dorfgeschichte (Tales of Country

Idyllic Litera- Life). The Latin poem Ruodlieb 3 is one of the

tare in the Mid- first to contain elements of this nature. We find

die Ages in these elements, too, in such works as Gudrun*

Germany. and ParzivaJ,
5 and more especially in the lyrics of

Neidhart von Reuenthal.* But the oldest Ger-

man Dorfgeschichte is Meyer HeJmbrechf1 by Wernher der Gar-

tenaere. It is a social tragedy a warning to peasant sons not to

leave their sphere.

During the following centuries contempt for peasant life as-

1 See article'by Adolf Ebert: Naso, Angilbert und der Confiictus Veris et

Hiemis in Zeitschrift fiir deut. Alt XXII., pp. 328-335.

2 See W. Scherer: Geschichte der deut. Lit. (1884), p. 53. Also Adolph

Ebert, ZfdA, Vol. XXII., p. 333.

3 Ruodlieb, a rhymed Latin poem of the eleventh century, is really a romance
of chivalry; the third and fourth fragments, however, describe the arrival and

stay of Ruodlieb in a small village, and his intercourse with the shepherds.

4 Especially Horant's song (See p. 86, ff., in Martin's Kudrun, Halle 1872).
5 In the third book of Parzival, Wolfram sets over against the world of chiv-

alry the life of Herzeloyd in the wilderness Soltane; in this idyllic world ParzivaFs

childhood is spent.

6 His summer and winter songs, dances, etc., describe the peasant world in a
realistic.manner. See E. T. McLaughlin's Studies in Mediseval Life and Litera-

ture, p. 71.

7 Written before 1250. It describes a peasant's son, who, despising his father's

occupation, enters the service of a robber-knight. After a year he returns home,
and by his swaggering manners, grieves his father, who laments the decay of

court life. The wayward son induces his sister to run away with him and become
the wife of one of his companions. At the wedding the rest of the robbers are

caught, but he escapes, though maimed. At home he is disowned by his father,
and later hanged by peasants whom he had robbed. Cf. Studies of Mediaeval
Life and Literature (N. Y. 1894) by E. T. McLaughlin, who speaks at length of

this work (p. 102) .
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serts itself more and more. 1 We see it in the very words: vilanus

becomes villain, Dorfer degenerates into TolpeJ. The awkward-

ness and stupidity of the "boors" is the never-ending subject of

jests, fables, and Fasnachtsspiele; especially in these carnival

plays is he made the butt of rough and obscene ridicule, always

drubbed, drubbing being one of the most indispensable parts of

old German comedy.
2

During the fifteenth century, in spite of the oppressed condi-

tion of the peasant class, the peasants began to feel more and

more conscious of their own worth. 3
Others, too, placed their

hope for the future in them. We find some echoes of this in litera-

ture, especially in the Meistergesang.* When this feeling culmi-

nated in the uprising of 1525, even Luther was terrified, and

attacked the peasants most bitterly. The revolt was put down

with much bloodshed, and the condition of the peasants was

worse than before.

To sum up: The idyllic element in early German literature had

ever been but a small rivulet; we find now and then along its

course some inviting idyllic spots; but finally it is lost in the

swamps of contempt for rural life, and blindness to the beauties

of nature.

1 Little or no influence was exerted on German literature by the French pas-
tourelle, of which the drama Robin et Marion by Adam de La Halle was a

development. Cf. Gosche, ALG, I., 219, ff.

2 This feeling is expressed in the old couplet;

Der Bauer ist an Ochsen statt

Nur dass er keine Homer hat.

3 Cf. Bezold's Gescbichte der deutscben Reformation (Berlin 1890), p.

142, ff. See also A social Reformer of the XV. century, a paper by Frank

Goodrich, in Yale Review, Aug. 1896.
4
Rosenbliit, who wrote from 1431-60 at Niirnberg, turned from court

poetry to sing the praises of the lower classes:

"Iche lobe dich du edler Bauer
fur alle Kreatur

fur alle herrn auf Erden
Der Kaiser muss dir gleich werden."

Hans Sachs in his Gesprach zwischen dem Sommer und Winter (Cf. Streitge-
dichte, p. 6), shows a deep appreciation of nature and simple life; yet he, too,
made the peasant and his foibles the object of his jests.
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The humanistic movement in Germany did not produce any

idyllic literature of enduring value, or any that inspired later

writers. The Bucolicou of Eobanus Hessus ap-

The Idyl in the peared at Erfurt 1509, containing twelve eclogues,

Humanistic the second edition of 1528 increasing the number
Movement in to seventeen. They were written in imitation of

Germany. Vergil's allegorical eclogues. The ease with which

Hessus composed made his style vague and full of

rhetorical bombast. * He also made a translation of Theocritus

into Latin verse.

In the year 1580 the gifted Nicodemus Frischlin 2 delivered at

Tubingen a speech, De vita rustica, as introduction to his lectures

on Vergil's Bucolics, in which he bitterly attacks the inhumanity
and corruption of the nobility and the court,

3 and lauds the

honest simplicity and occupations of rural life. But the appeal

died away like an echo, unnoticed or soon forgotten.

Humanism in Germany led to no real idyllic literature, and

what little there is entirely lacks originality in thought and form,

and left no trace of influence upon succeeding literature. Other

countries, especially Italy, were meanwhile producing the literary

models, which for a century and a half were to determine the form

and character of pastoral literature in Germany.

1 See AUg Dent Biog. In his Carmen orSong ofpraise of Nurnberg 1732

(Noriberga Illustrata, edited by J. Neff, Berlin 1896), are idyllic traits,

especially lines 387, ff., and 601, ff., which contain a description of a woodland
fountain.

2 See Alg. Deut. Biog. Many of hie plays contain idyllic elements, especially

one Der Weingartner, 1576, setting forth the conditions and feelings of the peo-

ple; but unfortunately this has been lost.

3 This speech and his views on this matter lost him his position, his liberty,

and finally his life.
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CHAPTER III.

PASTOBAL LITERATURE FROM OPITZ TO GESSNER.

When the classic studies again began to flourish in Italy, Vergil

was at once enthroned as king of poets, and became the pattern

whom all imitated. Lyric, romance, and dramatic

Introductory: literature alike were soon influenced and con-

The Renais- trolled by his pastoral allegory.

sance; Pastoral The allegorical eclogue was first re-introduced

Literature in by Petrach 1 and Boccaccio; the latter also wrote

Italy. a pastoral romance, L'Ameto. The pastoral was

first developed into the shepherd drama by Polizi-

ano in the shepherd-play Orfeo,
2
1471, which had for its subject

the descent of Orpheus into the lower world.

The pastoral romance Arcadia, by Jac. Sannazaro,
3
occupies

a most important place in popularizing the pastoral element

and fixing it upon later literature. It electrified all Italy;

and was published more than sixty times during the sixteenth

century.
4 Influenced by the great popularity of this work, Tasso

wrote his shepherd-play Aminta, which in turn was imitated in

Guarini's famous II Pastor Fido (1585).

The character of these works is to a great extent determined

by the fact that the scene is laid in the Golden Age
5 of which

1 On account of the allegorical element, Petrach had to give a key to his

poems, in order to be understood.
2 This was the first theatrical representation which differed from the so-

called mysteries. See P. A. Budik: Leben und Wirken der vorziiglicbsten

lateinischen Dichterdes XV.-XVIl. Jabrhunderts.
3 He always celebrated Vergil's birthday by a feast. He wrote Latin eclogues

which show the influence of Theocritus, whose first seven idyls had been trans-

lated into Latin hexameter by Pbileticus in 1483.
4 Arcadia was first printed 1502-4. In it Sannazaro describes, in prose and

verse, the hardheartedness of his mistress, his wanderings and misfortunes, la-

ments the death of his mother and of his shepherdess, disclosing to us the secrets

of his life and the history of his time.

5 In Pastor Fido, end of act IV., a chorus sings of the Golden Age and the

Guilty Age:
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even Theocritus had sung. The accepted name of the home of

this ideal existence is Arcadia,
1 which was inhabited not only by

shepherds and nymphs, but also by all the divinities of the an-

cients, and by allegorical figures of all kinds. 2 Into this ideal

world the poet was ever introducing the characters of contem-

porary men whom he wished to praise. With these incompatible

elements (shepherds, gods, allegory, and contemporary men),

how could incidents ever seem real, or characterization be any-

thing but vague?
3

The pastoral literature of Italy was admired and imitated in

the other romance countries and in England. In the year 1558

Montemayor published his great Spanish shepherd - romance,

Diana. Upon this, as well as upon Pastor Fido, the Frenchman

Honore d'Urfe, modeled his allegorical pastoral novel, Astree

(first part 1609). -These works ushered in a long series of imi-

tations, which were even more unreal and turgid than their mod-

els. In English literature 4 the eclogues of Alexander Barclay,

Spenser's Shepherd's Calendar (1579), and Faery Queen (1590-6),

show this pastoral influence. Of especial importance for us is the

famous Arcadia 5
by Sir Philip Sidney. This is not a mere imi-

tation of Spanish and Italian models, as Sidney describes scenes

not only from pastoral life, but also, with equal skill, from hunt-

ing and chivalry.

The seeds of this pastoral literature were now wafted into Ger-

many, where they sprang into luxurious growth, producing fruit

that was abundant, though not of superior quality.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century German poetry

had reached its lowest ebb. Not only the upper but also the mid-

1 Vergil in eclogue VII. speaks of Corydon and Thyrsis as Arcades ambo.
2 Cf. Jacob Burckhardt: Die Cultur der Renaissance in Italien, p. 349, ff.

3 So Boccaccio makes one of his nymphs a good catholic. Cf. Burckhardt, p.

350.

4 A clear presentation of this whole subject is given by Homer Smith : Pas-

toral influence in the English Drama, in the Publications of the modern lan-

guage association of America, 1897, Vol. XII., No. 3 (New Series, Vol. V., 3).

5 Arcadia became the model of the Hercynle by Opitz; see p. 21.
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die classes held the German language in contempt;
State of Litera- everything was to be written in Latin. The glori-

ture at the Be- oils era of German poetry during the Middle Ages

ginning of the seemed utterly forgotten. "What poetry did exist

/ 7th Century. in the Volkslieder of the time did not interest the

Opitz and educated. It was the example set by the neigh-

Weckherlin. boring countries of using, cherishing, and develop-

ing their own language, their vernacular, and

making it a fit vehicle for their literature, that also turned the

attention of the Germans to their mother-tongue. This was done

in the first place by translations of foreign literature into Ger-

man. The pastorals occupy a most important place among these

translations,
1

especially as they to a great extent determined

the character of German literature for the next century and a

half. The two most important poets who usher in this era are

Weckherlin and Opitz.

The author who, more than any one else, established the su-

premacy of this foreign and pastoral literature in Germany was

Martin Opitz.
2 But as he did this by translations of foreign

models into good German, he also stands at the head of the

movement whose special aim was to cherish and cultivate the

German language. In his first important work, Aristarchus, sive

de contemptu llnguse Teutonics^,
3 1619, he praises the German

language, claiming that it is just as capable of producing a litera-

ture based upon the models of antiquity, as Italian, French, or

English. This work, and his Bach der Deutschen Poeterei (pub-

lished seven years later), opened the eyes of the educated to the

importance of cultivating the German tongue.

1 We notice the following: Bergeries fie Juliette by Nicholas de Montreaux,
transl. 1595; Guarini's Pastor Fido, 1619; D'Urfe's Astree, 1619; Sidney's Ar-

cadia, 1631.
3 1597-1639. Opitz was born in Silesia; early distinguished himself by the

ease and grace with which he wrote Latin poetry; this accomplishment opened
to him the doors of famous scholars and of princes, whose fame he sang. Dur-

ing the greater part of his life he was in the service of Silesian princes.
3 It is characteristic of the times that this work, in defence of German, had

to be written in Latin, so as to attract the attention of the educated.
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There now follows in Opitz's life a period of translations, or

paraphrases, of foreign works, whose importance consists in the

fact that they created the literary diction of Germany, and be-

came the standard for succeeding writers. a
'

In the year 1627,
2
Opitz introduced the pastoral opera into

Germany by his translation of the Italian opera Dafne. 3 This

was followed by the most famous and most original of Opitz's

works, the pastoral drama Hercynie (1628). It seems to have

been suggested to Opitz directly by Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia,
4-

which he was at this time translating.
5 The influence of Her-

cynie on subsequent works, both in diction and form, was so wide-

spread and lasting, that its place in the history of literature, even

though its intrinsic literary value is small, is of the greatest im-

portance. The action of the story is given in prose, while the lyric

elements are reflective.

Some idea may be gained of this kind of literature from the

1 "Die erste (Schaferei) in Deutschland, gleichwie auch die edelste, ist Opitz-

ens unvergleichliche Hercynie" says Birken in Teutsche Rede-Bind-und Dicht-

Kunut (Niirnberg 1679), p. 301. So Harsdorffer (see Tittman's Opitz, p. 57).

2 Previous works of Opitz also contain pastoral elements: The praise of

rural life, 1625, based npon a similar poem by Fischart, both a paraphrase of

Horace's Beatus ille. Pastoral echoes are also found in his Oden or Gesange,
in Zlatmi oder Getichte von Ruhe des Gemuthes.For Fischart's poem:
FiirtreffJiches artliches Lob des Landlustes, etc., see Goedeke's ed. of Fischart

(Leipzig 1880), p. 251.

3 The pastoral drama had developed, or from a literary point of view, deteri-

orated, into the Opera (see Introduction, p. LXXIV. of Opitz's Ausgewahlte
Dichtungen, edited by J. Tittman) . The opera Dafne was first given at Florence

1594. The court at Breslau, standing in intimate relations to Florence, obtained

it to enhance the festivities at the marriage of Prince George. Opitz in translating

it into Alexandrine verse, added much of his own invention, whence the court

musician had to write new music to it, the nature of which is not known. Dafne
has five acts, each concluded by a chorus (of shepherds and nymphs). Apollo,

after slaying a monster to the great joy of the shepherds, is himself overcome by

Cupid, for having twitted him on his bow and arrow He falls in love with Dafne

(a mortal), who flees his advances: When he is about to overtake her, she is by
her own prayer changed into a laurel-tree.

4 See Friedrich Strehlke: Martin Opitz eine Monographic (Leipzig 1856),

p. 135.

5 This translation was published 1631, followed by a second improved edi-

tion 1638.
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plot of the Hercynie, which is as follows: When the scene opens,

the poet (Opitz) is wandering over hills and fields. While carving

a poem on a tree, he is joined by other shepherds, who converse

with him of love 1 and travel. Near a fountain they meet the

nymph Hercynie, who conducts them into the cave of the nymphs,
from which cave flows the source of the fountains of the vicinity;

she delivers a lengthy panegyric upon the ruling family of the

country,
2 of whose genealogy she shows an intimate knowledge.

After the disappearance of Hercynie, the poets praise the land-

scape before them, the effects of winter and spring, sing sonnets

to the fountain and in honor of the ruler of the country. The

author recites the concluding song, of which the burden is, that

the Muses alone bestow immortality.

This work created a pleasing German style, which at once be-

came the standard for succeeding writers. But they also adopted
and carried to the extreme elements which were detrimental in

their effects upon literature.

The pastoral Hercynie, like his works in general, show that

Opitz possessed neither great originality nor power of imagina-

tion, as they were all based upon foreign models. But the very

fact that he stood so little above the level of his contemporaries,

and was so intelligible to them, made his influence the more imme-

diate and extensive. He broke down the sway of the Latin lan-

guage among the educated; the German language was again

cherished and cultivated, so that eventually the literature could,

and in the eighteenth century did, penetrate into and permeate
the nation as a whole. In this sense he may still be called the

father of German poetry, or with Paul Fleming
3 one may say:

1 One of them (Niissler) says in words which only too well characterize the

writings of this and the following periods: "It is the manner of poets in repre-

senting love to make no concessions to nature, but to invent things which never

have been, nor ever will be, and which he himself has never experienced, nor in-

tended to perform."
2 This panegyric is really the heart of the play. Much of it is in Alexandrine

verse.

3 Fleming in a wedding poem of 1631 surpasses his model Opitz. See Ge-

dichte von Paul Fleming, edited by J. Tittman (Leipzig 1870), pp. 36-44 Cf.

also Barthold: Geschichte der Fruchtbringenden Gesellschaft, pp. 210-12.
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"Die schonen Pierinnen

Die nun durch Opitzen auch hochdeutsch reden konnen."

The other important Renaissance poet, Georg Rudolph Weck-

herlin,
1

possessed greater power than Opitz, and may claim the

priority in having introduced the Renaissance style into Ger-

many.
2 He felt keenly the contempt in which German poetry

was held at the German courts, at the same time appreciating its

inferiority, when compared with that of France or England.

Early he determined to become a regenerator in this respect, and

to make German poetry "presentable at court." In imitation of

foreign models he began to sing the praises of princes in Hof-ge-

dichte, which lacked great depth, and teemed with mythological

allusions. They were received, however, with pleasure by those

in whose honor they were sung.
3 In these Hot

'

gedichte he was

imitated by Opitz and other seekers after courtly favors.

Among Weckherlin's best works are his six shepherd-poems or

eclogues,* published in 1648. 5 These show, especially in form,

the influence of Opitz; but as idyllic literature they are superior

to anything that Opitz wrote; in fact, they surpass any pastoral

poetry written in Germany during the seventeenth century. They

suffer, to be sure, from the ordinary faults of the allegorical pas-

toral, with its conceits and trifling sentiment. Yet by introdu-

cing into these idyls himself (under the name of Philidor) and his

wite (under the name of Myrta), to whom he was exceedingly de-

voted, he has infused into some of this poetry a glow and affec-

1 Weckherlin (15841653) was born thirteen years before Opitz; after travel-

ing through Germany, France, and England, he obtained a position at the court

of Wiirtemberg. He was married to an Englishwoman, Elizabeth Raworth of

Dover; in 1620 he settled down in England, rose to the position of Secretary of

Foreign Tongues (1644), was superseded by Milton 1649, later becoming Milton's

assistant.

2 He was the first to introduce the sonnet and the Alexandrine verse in Ger-

many.
3 In a poem of 1610 he could boast that German poetry was no longer de-

rided: even the gods (the members of the court) were delighted with it.

4 HiirteDgedichte, given in Weckherlin's Gedichte, edited by Herman

Fischer, Tubingen, 1894.
5 The first eclogue had been published in 1641.
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tion, and hence a genuineness, that we miss in other pastoral

poetry of this period.

The first eclogue is written in praise of his wife 1 and of mutual

love. Eclogues II-V* sing of the four seasons. 3 The contents

of the Vlth may be summed up in the couplet:
"
'Tis better to have loved and lost

Than never to have loved at all."

Though Weckherlin's works show more originality and power,

his influence was entirely overshadowed by that of Opitz.
4 This

is explained in the first place by Weckherlin's residence in Eng-
land during the last thirty-three years of his life; in the second

place, by the fact that Opitz, through his translations and para-

phrases, which were excellent in form and style, introduced the

great pastoral works of other languages, which were the literary

fads of the time. From now on the pastoral element enters into

and controls all the various kinds of literature, romance, dra-

matic, didactic, and lyric, for more than a hundred years, till

finally the sound of the shepherd's flute dies away at the end of

the eighteenth century.

The flood of pastoral literature which followed Opitz came in

two large waves: the former, the smaller wave, reaching its high-

est point about the middle of the seventeenth cen-

The Imitators tury. After a subsidence this was followed by a

of Opitz. Ten- larger wave, reaching its highest point about the

dency Towards middle of the eighteenth century (see table No. 1
)

Marinism. The former period and the earlier part of the lat-

ter with all their pastoral poetry did not produce

1 Philidor expresses his joy at having won "this crown of the island of Al-

bion."
2 In the third eclogue, as in no other, Weckherlin gives free play to silly tri-

fling, both in form and contents, using diminutives and dallying expressions ad
nauseam. So Chloris says in verse 1 06, etc.: "(wie selig bin ich)

Dass den Taublein gleich wir uns einander schnabelen,

Mit Kiissen Nektar-gleich begabelen, erlabelen."

Eclogue IV., though containing some conceits, gives a good description of a har-

vest festival, in which occurs a vigorous responsive song; the shepherds celebrate

Bacchus, the nymphs Cupid.
3 They remind one somewhat of Thomson's Seasons, even to the occasional

incidents.

4 See Scherer's Gesch. d. deut. Lit., p. 320.
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an idyl proper. Hence, only a brief survey and characterization

of this body of literature is necessary for our purpose.

The influence of Opitz and of pastoral literature in general was

greatly furthered by the Sprachgesellschalien, which werefounded

all over Germany. Their chief purpose and aim was to cherish

and cultivate the German language, and to preserve German cus-

toms. The first and most important of these societies was Die

Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft, or Palmenorden, 1 founded 1617,

of which Opitz later became a member. Most prominent of those

that sprung up in imitation of it was Die GeseUschatt der Pegnitz-

Scbafer, instituted 1644 at Nlirnberg by Harsdorffer and Klaj.

Especially did these Pegnitz-shepherds recognize Opitz as their

chief model,
2 and they imitated him in numerous shepherd-plays.

But they "outheroded Herod" and went far beyond Opitz in the

introduction of allegory and metrical conceits into their works;

so that compared with their plays the Hercynie of Opitz really

seems a work of superior merit.

The ascendancy of foreign literature which Opitz introduced

soon showed itself in numerous romances and pastoral dramas.

The romances 3 imitated Hercynie, with its alternating prose and

1 Die Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft was founded by some princes and no-

blemen the very year that Opitz wrote his Aristarchus. See F. W. Barthold's

Geschichte der Fruchtbriogenden Gesellschaft, Berlin, 1848.

Other similar societies were Die aufrichtige Tanneu-gesellscbaft,Stra8burg

1638, Weckherlin being one of its members; Die Teutschgesinnte Gesellschaft,

Hamburg 1643; Der Elbschwanenorden, founded by Johann Rist 1660.
2 Siegmund v. Birken (1626-1681), for some time "Oberhirte der Pegnitz-

schafer," in his Deutsche Redebind und Dichtkunst 1679 (p. 301), in speaking
of the pastorals says: "Die erate in Teutschland, gleichwie auch die edelste, ist

Opitzens unvergleichliche Hercinie: massen auch er der erste und edelste Teutscher

Poet ist."

3 Up to 1640 the following pastoral romances were published: Theatrum
Amoris 1630, Sch&fferey oder keusche Liebesbeschreibung~LG32, which went

through eight editions, Wintertags Schafferey by Dachsdorf 1636, Filament

und Belliffora by Neumark 1640. (For full titles see table No. 2) .

These romances also imitated Hercy*nie in the use of alternating prose and

poetry; the action was carried on by the prose, while the lyric parts were reflect-

ive.

The Idyl in German Literature. 2
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poetry, while the pastoral drama took Guarini's Pastor Fido and

Tasso's Aminta 1 for its models. All the stress was laid upon
form. The attempt to be original, however, led to conceits and

fantastic metrical schemes of the most varied kinds. As to the

contents, the poet was not supposed to express his own feelings in

his writings; everything was conventional. In the words of Bir-

ken: "Das Herz ist weit von dew was eine Federschreibt." 2

Another characteristic, too, inherited from Opitz, added to

the conventionality of the pastorals: they wrere usually written in

honor of the powerful and wealthy, and hence thrived mainly by
the favor of the courts. To become a Hof-poet was the aim of

every writer of verse; every prominent man, every court festival

(births, marriages, deaths, namedays, return from journeys, etc.),

was celebrated in highsounding poems, GeJegenheitsdichtung in

the worst sense. 3 It seems as though this personal element

1 One of the first is Daphnis u. Cbrysilla by Schere, Hamburg 1638, the in-

terludes being mainly in low German. Five pastoral dramas treat of the close of

The Thirty Years' War, the stress of the times naturally turning the thoughts and

longings toward an ideal happy world. The authors were all members of the

Fruchtbringende Gesellscbaft. Birken and Schottelius were also Pegnitz-
schafer. These dramas were (for full titles see table No. 2) :

1. Lamentatio Germaniae Expirantis, by Schottelius, 1640.

2. Das Friede-wunschende Teutschland, by Hist, 1647. It wentthrough
four edition/s.

3. Teutschland Kriegs Beschluss u. Friedenschluss vom Schafer FJor-

idan, Birken, 1650.

4. Margenis, das vergniigte, bekriegte und wieder befriedigte Deutsch-

land, by Birken, 1651.

5. Das Fridejaucbzende Deutschland by Rist, 1653.
2 Se also note 1, p. 22.
3 Even Hercynie was written in honor of a court (see p. 22). Of the num-

berless poems of this kind we may mention the following of those that were

pastoral in form (for full titles and persons celebrated see table 2) :

Der Elmen-Nymphen Lust.-Gebau by Glaser, 1750.

Der getreue Hilrte by Geller, 1653, Verlibtes Gespenste by Gryphius, 1660,

Pegnesiscbe Gesprachspiel-Gesellschaft, by Birken, 1665; JauchzendeCupido
by Cronpusch, 1669; Der unbegluckte Scbaferby Reich, 1686; Etliche Scb&fer-

gedichte by Wernicke, 1701; Scbafergedicht by Konig, 1730; An Friedrich II

by Lindner, 1741; Schafergedancken by Neukirch, 1742 (?) ; Scbaferspiel
die Herbstfreude by Neuberin, 1753; Idylle aufMarien Charlotten by Regel-

sperger, 1768; Der begliickte Friihlingby Rautenstrauch, 1770. To show the

extent to which this tendency was carried may be mentioned the poems of Joh.
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ought to have imbued their poems with some life; but all realistic

tendencies were entirely smothered by other elements: 1. the de-

sire on the part of the authors and those whom they celebrated

to withdraw as much as possible from the crude realities of life;
1

2. the thought of a Golden Age, an ideal shepherd world, which

colored the character of the productions, even though in many
of them the shepherd garb was but a mask; 2 3. the introduction

of the gods of Greek and Koman mythology; 4. the personifica-

tion of all the affections and qualities of man; symbolism carried

to the extreme.

What made this ideal shepherd world so general in the litera-

ture of the time was the fully accepted belief that it once had

really existed. 3 In portraying scenes from an ideal pastoral

existence the poet felt confident that he was going back to the

very source and origin of poetry. This Arcadian life, however,
could furnish but few character-types, as they were all to be good
and virtuous, or, at least, not vicious. Hence the same charac-

ters and motifs keep recurring continually. There is a dreary

sameness in all these pastoral works, brightened by only an occa-

sional flash of individual genius.

Many of these pastorals were after the model of Opitz's Dafne,

Ulrich v. Konig. In his works published at Dresden, 1745, there are 98 poems of

which 82 are GelegenheitsdichtuDgen in the sense mentioned above.

1 The founders of the Blumenorden in the preface to the Pegnesiscbe Scha-

fergedicht state that the description of actual peasants' conversation and real

boorish manners would be more disgusting than entertaining, and that the

shepherds who appeared in their works denoted "durch die Schafe ihreBiicher,
durch derselben Wolleihre Gedicbte, durch die Hunde ihre von wichtigen
Studien miissigen Stunden." (See Koberstein II 1934).

2 So in Hercynie, under the mask of the shepherd dress we are expected to

recognize the poet himself, or some one he wishes to celebrate, or even the person-
ification of some quality.

3 Cf. Scaliger, Poet. 1:4. See Birken's Teutsche-Redebind und Dicbt-

Kunst (Niirnberg 1679), especially the Zuschrift and Vorrede. The first sentence

of the Zunchrift reads; "Dass die Dicht-Kunst in Feldern und Waldern gebohren
und erzogen worden, erscheinet aus deme, was in nachst folgenden Vorrede hier-

von gesagt worden. Sie ist eine Tochter der ersten giildenen Zeit." And page
293: "Die Poesy hat das Feldwesen zum Vatterland, und die Hirten zu ersten

Urhebern."
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set to music, which had the effect of still further increasing the un-

real character of the play.

The pastoral and allegorical elements also forced their way
into religious poetry.

1

Only when these elements entered the

popular lyrics did they acquire more life and naturalness. 2 The

tendency towards Marinism and affectation reached its highest

point in the works of Hoffmanswaldau (1617-1679) and Lohen-

stein (1635-1683), the leaders of the so-called Second Silesian

School. Literature had become more and more smothered with

allegory, conceits, and bombast, and in the search for fine phrases,

foreign words forced their way into the works of some authors to

an incredible degree.
3 As a consequence, popular interest in lit-

erature almost died out. A revulsion had to come, and it took

the form especially of a return to the contemplation of nature.

This brings us to the second and greater wave of idyllic and pas-

toral works (see table 1), on the crest of which are Gessner's

idyls, the culmination of the pastoral literature in Germany.
About the beginning of the eighteenth century there was a re-

volt against the bombast and unnatiiraluess of the so-called Sec-

ond Silesian School. We can trace the influence of

Reaction Against such a reaction in the few idyls written at this

Bombast. time; but especially did it arouse men to contem-

plate and describe nature with a deeper apprecia-

tion of its beauty. The tendency to realism which lay dormant

in this movement was indeed suffocated by the influence of

1 The extreme of this tendency is perhaps represented in a work by Laur. v.

Schnifls, which went through many editions: Mirantiacbes Flotlein oder Cfeist-

liche Schafferey, in welchemChristusunterdem Namen Daphnis die in dem
Sundenschlaff vertieffte Seel Clorinda zn einew bessernLebenaufferwecket.

Constanz 1682. Cf. Koberstein II 218.
2 See Die deutsche Renaissance Lyrik by Waldberg; also Koberstein II 28.

3 "Deutsch kann jeder Bauer reden" said a learned man, Biedermann: Dent.

Volks u. Kultur Gesch. Book V., p.65, 66. -
In a play composed to celebrate the peace of Westphalia the foliowing sentence

occurs: ''Ein Cavalier ist welcher ein gut courage hat, maitiniret sein etat und

reputation und gibt einen politen courtisanen ab." Of Birken's free use of

foreign words and phrases, see Euphorion 1897, Heft 3, article by Burckhardt.
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Gottsched and his followers, but yet Gessner owes this descriptive

literature much of what is best in his idyls.

The first great opponent of the turgid style was Christian

Weise. He wrote but one pastoral: Die betrubte und getrostete

Galathea, 1674, which shows unmistakable signs of dramatic

ability. Wernicke, in whose style we trace Weise's influence, cele-

brates in his four idyls two deaths, one birth, and one betrothal

in the conventional, allegorical manner. 1 The most realistic

poet of his time was Christian Giinther 2
,(1695-1723), whose re-

alism, however, often degenerates into coarseness. He also wrote

a pastoral for a wedding, commemorates his old friends in a shep-

herd-poem, and in a conventional manner desires to have his epi-

taph cut in a tree.

Compared with those of Wernicke and Giinther, the eclogues of

B. Neukirch 3 (1665-1729) show a retrogression towards the in-

flated style of Lohenstein. Yet Gottsched, in his Critische Dicht-

kunst (1730), calls Neukirch Der deutsche Theokrit, and in the 3d

edition of Grit. Dichtk. (1742) he replaces his own model idyls by
four of Neukirch's. 4

1 First printed 1701. See N. Wernikens poetische Versuche in Ueber-

scbriften. wie auch in Helden und Schafergedichten edited by J. J. Bodmer,
Zurich 1749. This work was probably known to Gessner As a sample may be

given the synopsis of the 1st eclogue; Menalcas meeting Thyrsis, aftr some

preliminary conversation, informs him of the death of Daphnis. Thyrsis exclaims:

"1st unser Daphnis todt? Denn gute Nacht Ihr Walder," etc. (cf, Daphnis's fare-

well in Theocritus I). They recall incidents of Daphnis's life, and decide to gather
flowers for his grave. The influence of Vergil may be traced,

2 "Der letzte Schlesier". With him closes the long line of poets that began
with Opitz. Goethe thought highly of his songs and odes. See Tittman's Intro-

duction to the works of J. C. Giinther (1874). Cf. also 0. Netoliczka; Schaterdich-

tung u. Poetik im 18: ten Jahrhundert, in Viertel-JahrschriftfiirLitt.-Gesch

II. 2, 1889, p. 5.

3 The following shows to what extremes of absurdity he could go; in one of

his poems we are told: "Die urn Sylviens Busen spielende Hand wird vor Liebes-

brand schwarz, Sylvia aber will ihr eine Gunst missgonnen, die sie den Flohen

nicht versagt." (Ehrich Schmidt in Allg. Deut. Biog.) In Neukirch's Grosse

Anthologie (p. 577) a wedding pastoral oddly compares the bride to the sheep,
the bridegroom to the shepherd, who loves not her wool, the golden fleece, but

her heart. Netoliczka, p, 7.

4 In the edition of 1751
, p. 593, Gottsched says; "Hier kann ich also keinen
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In the revolt against bombast and affectation, Brockes and

Haller led the way in turning to the contemplation of nature

which had for so long a 'time been neglected.

Literature Many authors followed in their footsteps. This

Descriptive of literature, descriptive of nature, also set its stamp
Nature; Brockes, upon the idyls of Gessner.

Haller and Brockes 1
produced nine volumes of purely de-

Kleist. scriptive poetry, the title of which describes its

character: Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott 2
(1721-

1748). He delineates all kinds of scenes on land and sea, plants,

animals, the seasons, the various parts of the day, the heavens,

the mental capacities of man, and a thousand other objects.

These poems are usually too minute and detailed, and hence

afford no good general survey of the object or scene described.

As an artist of no mean merit, he sought to bring his poetry as

much as possible under the rules of the arts of music and paint-

ing. Though this implied a gross misunderstanding of the rules

of literary composition, yet by this very mistake he made a great

advance in form and in subject-matter over his predecessors. His

descriptions display fine perception; his great fault is that he

always depicts lifeless nature. There is no action, as he was un-

able to people his world with appropriate inhabitants. He made

his poems didactic, his views of the creation being teleological:

God in nature, and purpose in everything created was ever his

theme.

bessern nennen, als Neukirchen, der uns etliche schone Proben (von Eklogen)

gegeben hat, und also unser deutscher Theokrit zu heissen verdienet." Yet in

this edition Gottsched shows the good sense of omitting Neukirch's idyls, and

even ventures to criticise them.

1 Barthold Heinrich Brockes 16801747. His Irdisches VergDiigen in Gott
was greatly admired by his contemporaries, the-flrst volume going through seven

editions.

2 S. Gessner (in Brief ilber die Landschaftsmalerei, Frey's ed. in Deu
Nat. Lit. p. 288 ff.) speaks of Brockes's minute descriptions of nature and adds:

"Oft zu weitschweifig, oft zu erkiinstelt, sind seine Gedichte ein Magazin von

Gemalden u. Bildern, die gerade aus der Natur genommen sind."
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Haller was greatly influenced by Brockes,
l and like him consid-

ered the didactic and descriptive element to be the main purpose

of poetry. But he made an improvement upon Brockes, both in his

descriptions of nature, and especially by peopling it with real

characters. By combining these two elements, human characters

and a natural background, he produced literature that was idyl-

lic in its nature.

These first notes of a realistic idyl in Germany were heard in

Haller's Alpen. In 1728 Haller,
2 who ardently loved his native

country, Switzerland, made a journey through the Alps, the im-

pressions of which he describes in Die Alpen (published 1732).

Other poets (as Brockes) had sung the beauty of the plain, the

forest, the meadow, and the quiet river. But never before had the

grand scenery of the mountains been described. Haller first

grasped them poetically, and in his vigorous and rhetorical verse

called the attention of his contemporaries to the beauty which

before had aroused more awe than admiration.

In accordance with the taste of the times and following Brockes,

Haller enters into a doubtful contest Avith the flowerand the land-

scape painter.
3 But instead of bringing in the ever-recurring

reflections of Brockes on the goodness and wisdom of God and

the purpose of creation, Haller combined with his descriptions
4

pictures of human life standing in the very closest relation to the

nature he depicts. Haller sketches before our eyes the natural

beauties of the Alps, the seasons, the pursuits and festivals of the

people, in general: simple, contented and happy life in the moun-

tains. Here are the beginnings of the genuine idyl.
4 Yet.fchis

best and most characteristic part of the poem failed cT%1}tract

the attention of his contemporaries. Even his countryman Gess-

1 See Julian Schmidt; Gesch d. deut. Lit. 1 176.
2 See Albrecht von Hallers Gedicbte,*&&ited by. Dr. Ludwig Hirzel, Frauen.

feld 1882,
3 Leasing in his Laokoon XVII. deals the death blow to merely descriptive

poetry. He quotes Die Alpen, verses 381-400, which minutely describes the flora

of the Alps, and shows its unsatisfactory character.
4 See Koberstein, Deu. Nat. Lit. V; 53, 1.
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ner follows Haller's example in only one idyl, where he describes

a real human character with the Alps as background. Not till we

come to the works of Miiller and Voss do we again hear idyllic

notes of such clearness and beauty as Haller's.

Haller was also the first poet who gave expression to the feeling

of hostility against society and civilization ("Kulturfeindliche

Stimmung") in German poetry; the sentiment which later found

its best expression in Kousseau with his theory of a return to na-

ture. J

In imitation of Brockes and Haller there appeared a great

number of works descriptive of nature. Foremost of these is

Ewald von Kleist's 2
Friihling (1749), in which he describes the

impressions he had received during a walk on a beautiful spring

day.
3 It is based upon Brockes' paraphrased translation of

Thomson's .Seasons. Compared with Haller's AJpen it shows a

retrogression in the idyllic elements, while the descriptions* are

more vigorous.
6

The germs of a genuine idyl, especially as found in Haller, were

not to bear fruit till almost half a century later. Most promi-

nent among the influences which interrupted its

The Influence of development was that of Gottsched. This reac-

Gottsched; tionary effect he accomplished mainly by two of

Critische his works which he published at the beginning of

Dichtkunst and his "autocratic rule" in German literature, Cri-

Atalanta. tische Dichtkunst 6
(1730), and the shepherd-

play Atalanta, (1741). By the former he deter-

1 See p. 40.
2 Ewald Christian v. Kleist (

1 715-1759) also wrote many poems of an idyllic

nature (See Deut. Nat. Lit.; Aoakreontiker); among others Sehusucht nach
Ruhe 1744 (p. 134); An Wilhelmina (p. 131), Das Landleben 1745 (p. 140)
MenaJk (p. 142).

3 Gottsched and his followers condemned it; but it was hailed with joy by
Klopstock and the Swiss, and strengthened not a little the influence of descriptive

poetry in Gessner's idylls. (Sea Deut. Nat. Lit., Anakreontikerll. 109.)
4 Lessing's Laokoon XVIII. passes sentence on descriptive poetry; Der

Friihliugis also mentioned as coming under this doom since it is "eine mit Emp-
flndungen sparsam durchwebten Reihe von Bildern."

5 gee Julian Schmidt: Gesch. d. dent. Lit. I 226.
6 The references on the following pages are to the edition of 1751.
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mined the theory of the idyl, as well as other forms of literature,

till after Gessner's appearance; and his shepherd-play Atalanta

was followed by such a mushroom growth of pastoral dramas as

is seen nowhere else in literature.

Gottsched's Critische Dichtkunst is the first completetreatment

of literary forms that I could find after Birken's Dichtkunst

(1679). It shows an utter lack of originality, treating the sub-

ject-matter in a superficial and conventional manner and does

not at all make any advance in the theory of literary forms. As

to idyllic literature, he merely accepts the verdict of French crit-

ics, especially Fontenelle. * It is only a re-statement of the tra-

ditional theories of the seventeenth century as we see them in

Opitz and Birken. 2 Gottsched again repeats the old theory that

pastoral literature was the oldest in the world,
3 that it ought to

describe an ideal existence in a Golden age,
4 since the present

shepherd-life is unsuitable for poetic treatment; the only passion

to be described is love, but such love must be of an innocent na-

ture;
8 the shepherds of Theocritus are too "grob und plump," Ver-

gil was "artiger," though his shepherds were not always virtuous

enough; fisher-idyls are not in good taste, as a fisherman's work

is too laborious; vintagers, however, are proper subjects for idyl-

lic description.

Only in one point did Gottsched show any advance on Fonte-

1 "Herr von Fontenelle, dera ich diese Anmerkungen mehrertheils abborge."
Crit. Dichtk. p. 589.

2 Cf. Von der deutschen Poeterey by Opitz (Breslau 1624) pp. 23, 33. Also

Birken's Teutsche Redebind- und Dichtkunst (Niirnberg 1 679) , especially the

Zuschrift and Vorrede.
3 P. 581: Man kann gewissernmassen sagen, dass diese Gattung (Idyllen) die

alleralteste sey." To defend this statement he adds: "Die allerersten Poesien

sind nicht bis auf unsre Zeiten gekommen,"
4 P, 582, Gottsched says: "Poetisch wurde ich sagen es (ein gutes Schafer-

gedicht) sey eine Abschilderung des giildenen Weltalters; auf christliche Art zu

reden aber eine Vorstellung des Standes der Unschuld, oder doch wenigstens der

patriarchalischen Zeit, vor und nach der Sundfluth.
5 P. 585; "Kurz, die unschuldige Schaferliebe muss von alien Lastern frey

seyn, die sich durch die Bosheit der Menschen allmahlich eingeschlichen haben."

The shepherd, he adds, must be "ganz tugendhaft und vergniigt."
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nelle in the direction of naturalness; for he criticises Fontenelle

for having made his shepherds "witty Parisians clad in satin." 1

The extreme development, however, in the theory of the idyl
2

appears in J. A. Schlegel's satire Vow NaturlicheninSchafergedich-

ten,
3
published 1746. He intended this essay as a satire upon

Gottsched and his followers; yet his theory does not fundamen-

tally differ from Gottsched 's view of the idyl as expressed in

Critische Dichtkunst. But it goes beyond Gottsched, and shows

the extreme of the rococo taste in excluding everything that at

all smacked of realism. Sickness, sweat, ordinary labor of any
kind ("What have the Muses to do with household work?") must

he utterly excluded. 4 Gessner's fastidious shepherds show that

this theory also influenced him.

It is interesting to notice that The Guardian, 5 translated

from the English by Frau Gottsched (1749), contains the first

beginnings of a sound realistic conception of the idyl. Especially

does it oppose the traditional cult of Vergil, and points out the

genuineness of feeling which is displayed by the shepherds of The-

ocritus, as compared with the rhetorical tone of Vergil's. Gess-

1 Gottsched himself probably felt the unreal character of this kind of poetry,

as is shown by J. J. Schwabe's preface to Gottsched's Gedichte (1736), his ec-

logues being omitted in this edition. Schwabe says (after calling the reader's at-

tention to the fact that there are no shepherd-poems in this edition) ;
"Wo ist die

giildene Freiheit, die reine Liebe, und die tugendhafte Einfalt, die das Wesen der-

selben sind? jetzt verzeih uns nur, dass wir euch mit keinem Hirngeburten un-

terhalten, denen ihr doch nicht ahnlich sein wollt." See Gottsched's Gedichte

1751, pp. 20, 21,
2 Among others who discussed pastoral literature was Christlob Mylius, Les-

sing's cousin, in an article on Sch&ter Poesie, 1745. He makes the absurd pro-

position that "ein vollkommener Kenner des Charakters aller Arten von Schafer.

gedichten nach dem Inhalt der Muster der guten alten und neuen Schafergedichten

eine Geschichte von Arkadien als Richtschnur fur die Poeten verfertigen und

herausgeben solle," See Netoliczka p. 56.

3 Vom natiirlicbea in SchUfergedichten, wider die Verfasser der Bremischen

neuen Beytrage verfertiget vom Nisus einem Schafer in den Kohlgarten einem

Dorfe vor Leipzig.- Von Hanns Jorgen gleichfalls einem Schafer, Zurich, 1746.

Nisus was J. A. Schlegel, Jorgen Bodmer.
4 Gleim's Bidder Schafer is criticised for making mention of "Heu und

Erbsenstroh." See Korte; Gleina's Leben, p. 41.

6 Se i'agT 59, Netoliczka.
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nef, too, in spite of his unreal and conventional shepherds,

claimed that Theocritus was his model. Whether he was at all

influenced by said article, I do not know.

Ever since Opitz had introduced the Opera into Germany

through his translation of Dafne, with its mythological and pas"

toral character, the opera had been a favorite form of entertain-

ment, first at court-festivities,
1 later in some of the large cities,

especially Hamburg, Braunschweig, and Dresden, and grew to be

exceedingly popular. Ballets, pantomimes, and masquerades

were introduced into these operas, whence the music and display

became all-important, while the text was utterly disregarded.

When Gottsched began his reforms of the German stage, he

found the stage occupied by this form of opera, which he heartily

despised.
2

Wishing to drive the opera off the stage, he pro-

posed to substitute for it the shepherd-play to be spoken, not

sung, and wrote his Atalanta (published 1741) with this purpose

in view. 3 He succeeded, too, beyond his expectations; German

literature was literally deluged by imitations of Gottsched's play-

During the ten years immediately following the publication of

Atalanta more than thirty shepherd-dramas appeared, seven be-

ing published in the year 1746 alone.

In Atalanta and these plays which it called into existence there

is no' individual characterization; all allusions to the ordinary oc-

cupations of life are carefully avoided. The shepherds are mere

-conventional types, puppets without life and reality; the writers

do not give any motives for the entrance or exit of the actors,

1 As a good example of these operas may be mentioned Johann von Besser's

Singspiele,YIQl, ("mit mythologischem Prunk ausstaffiert"), page 563 of Des

Hernn von Besser Scbrifften 1732.

2 "Wenn nicht die Regeln der ganzen Poesie ubern Haufen fallen sollen, so

muss ich mit dem St. Evremond sagen: Die Operseidas ungereimteste Werk,
der menschlicbe Verstandjemals erfunden bat" Krit. Dichtk. p. 369.

3 See Das deutsche Schaferspiel des 18. Jahrhunderts (Inaugural Disser-

tation), Halle a. S., 1885, by Friedrich Ruble, In this he sets forth the importance
of Gottsched's Atalanta in the development of the pastoral drama.
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wherefore these plays lack all unity of dramatic action. 1 No
real advance can be traced in these dramas; 2 on the contrary,

a tendency towards shallow and sensual triviality manifested

itself, so that Gleim laments the deterioration of the literary

taste, and calls these plays "Schweiabirten-spiele."
3

The importance of these plays in tl\eir influence upon the idyl

lies in this, that they filled Germany with the atmosphere of this

unreal pastoral world. Hence it seemed necessary to the first

writers of idyls to retain this ideal hazy shepherd-life in their

works in order to make them acceptable to their contemporaries.

A protest against these Schweinhirten-spiele and a return to

an innocent ideal world is seen in the many works of the time

which went back to the patriarchal age of the

"Patriarcha- Bible for their motives. These "Patriarchaden,"
den." usually epic in form, may be traced to the influ-

ence of Klopstock and even to Milton. 4 The

works emanated from the circle that was opposed to Gottsched, 5

and exerted great influence uponGessner. This "seraphic poetry,"

as Julian Schmidt calls it, suffers from the common fault of the

period, vagueness and lack of characterization.

The earliest and best written idyls of the period immediately

1 Bodmer's pastoral drama Cimon (written 1747) is noticeable by its giving
reasons for the entrance and exit of the actors, and by its having a definite local-

ity, "zum ersten und einzigen Mai in einem Schaferspiel" (Netoliczka, p. 68).- Yet

even Bodmer was unable to imbue his characters with any life or reality.

2 See Netoliczka p. 19.
3 In the year 1746 Gleim writes to Uz as follows: "Nach meiner Meinunghat

in Deutschland nie ein so schlimmer Geschmack geherrscht als jetzt.- Man macht

Schaferspiele, die man mit Recht Schweinhirten-spiele nennen kann." See Gleitns

Leben by Korte (1811) p. 43.

4 Milton's Paradise Lost was translated by J. J. Bodmer 1732, revised

edition 1742; this as is well known greatly influenced Klopstock's Messias, three

books of which were published 1748.
5 Bodmer's "Patriarchaden" were a weak imitation of Klopstock's Messias;

they were: Noah 1750, Jacob and Joseph 1751, Jacob and Rachel 1752;

Klopstock in turn followed his example in Der 1 od Adams 1757, which work
Gessner imitated in Der Tod Abels 1758; Maler Miiller showed the influence of

his predecessors in Der erschlagene Abel 1775, and Adams erstes Erwachen
und erste selige N&cbte 1778.
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preceding Gessner are Johann Christoph Host's Schafererzahlun-

gen.
1 Both in style and contents they show a

Writers of Idyls reaction against the conventional French taste of

Immediately Pre- Gottsched, and contain many anacreontic ele-

ceding Gessner. ments. He abandoned the idea of an innocent

Arcadian existence, and employs the form of the

idyl for presenting the grossest sensual descriptions, though writ-

ten in exceedingly light and pleasing style. Host's lasciviousness

was imitated only by C. N. Naumann, 2 whose work is merely

vulgar, as he lacked Host's ability.

As Gessner was closely associated with Hagedorn and the

"Hallenser" circle, they exerted great influence upon his style.

Hagedorn's Fabeln und Erzahlungen (1738) gave models for the

epic treatment of bucolic material. From the ''Hallenser" circle

(Gleim, Uz, Gotz, etc.) emanated a species of poetry which com-

bined anacreontic and pastoral elements. 3 The idyls of J. N.

Gotz 4 were added to his book of poems: Die Oden Anakreons

in reimlosen Versen (1746). These idyls are written in rhymed

verse, and, like the works of all these anacreontic writers, are very

light and charming in style. From these authors Gessner ac-

quired much of his pleasing and graceful style, and the anacreon-

tic element also enters into his idyls.
5

In the idyls of Chr. Fr. Zernitz appears the tendency of again

turning to an innocent pastoral world. However, his work,

Versuch in moralischen und Schafergedichten, 1748, written in

strophic form, is wholly worthless. 6

1 See Versuch von Sch&fergedichten und andern poetischen Ausarbei-

tungen 1760 (name of author and publisher not given on title page). The

popularity of this work is attested by the fact that it went through eleven edi-

tions. Of similar nature is Host's Die schonste Nucbt, Berlin, 1763, one of the

most famous poems of German erotic literature,
2 Sieben Hirtengedichte vom Schoch dem jiingern aus Sachsen- 1743.-

See Netoliczka, p. 19.

3 See Anakreontikerin Deut. Nat. Lit.

4 See Koberstein V. 56, and Netoliczka, p. 62.

6 See Scherer's Deut. Lit. Gesch. p. 430.
6 See Koberstein V. 56, and Netoliczka 57.
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None of these idyllic writers preceding Gessner had struck the

note that suited the visionary, sentimental mood of their time. '

Their work is of importance mainly as calling the attention of

their contemporaries to this literary form. The sentimentality of

the time was now to find its best expression in the idyls of Gess-

ner.

CHAPTER IV.

GESSNER AND THE CULMINATION OF THE PASTORAL IDYL.

Gessner gathered together all the threads of pastoral poetry

running through the literature of the period at the end of which

he stood, and wove these into his idyls. Hence in his works we

find all the elements of weakness as well as of excellence, charac-

teristic of the rococo eighteenth century.

Solomon Gessner was born in 1730 at Zurich, where he spent
most of his life, thus coming directly under the influence of the

Swiss school and of Klopstock. Early in his youth he was at-

tracted to the descriptive poetry of Brockes, for which he enter-

tained a predilection all through life. When nineteen years old he

went to Berlin to learn his father's trade, that of book-dealer, but

soon turned to the study of drawing and painting. At Berlin he

made the acquaintance of Ramler, to whom he showed his first

poetical efforts, and who exerted a lasting influence upon his lit-

erary development. From 1751 on he resided at Zurich. Unable

1 Of other writers of idyls I may also mention K. A. Schmidt,- See Koberstein

V. 56. Hirtenlieder und Gedichte was published at Halle, 1753, by an anonymous
writer. See Netoliczka p. 63.- Concerning F. W. Zacharia's Phaeton 1754.

Gervmus says it could not be called anything but an idyl, if it did not smack of

being a parody on Ovid's Phaeton. See Gervinus IV. 22.
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to earn his living by his literary labors, he took up painting as

his calling. After the death of his father he assumed control of

the book-shop. Meanwhile his works had made him famous, so

that he was honored by his townsmen with many positions of

trust until his death in 1787.

Before he came to write the idyls upon which his fame chiefly

rests, he tried his apprentice hand upon other works. His first

poems were anacreontic,
1 in imitation of Hagedorn and Gleim.

The next step towards the idyl was the pastoral romanceDaphnis

(1754), suggested to him by a chance reading of a translation of

Daphnis and Chloe by Longos, which has been the great model

for so many works of this nature. Gessner's Daphnis lacks ac-

tion and reality as compared with the original. The story is full

of tenderness and delicacy, but these qualities do not make up for

what it lacks in strength and variety.

In the short sketch of Genrebild Gessner found the literary

form for which his talent best fitted him. His first idyls, twenty
in number, were published in 1756, followed by his Neue Idyllen,

twenty-two in number, in 111 '2. The later idyls are to a great

extent a reflection of the best parts of the first collection. Yet

though they lack the freshness of the first idyls, the style and lan-

guage show an advance in being less diffuse.

These idyls, especially the first edition, suited as no other had

done, the ''sweetish" sentimentality of the time, and were hailed

with joy. In what did this feeling consist?

The tendency of German poetry to turn to a visionary world

of imaginary innocence and happiness, away from the conditions

of surrounding distress, is one of the most marked characteristics

of the time. z The peasants and shepherds were almost without

i See Frey's Gessner, Introduction, p. 10.

Frey in his indroduction to Gessner's works, page 18, says: "Hallers

prophetische Strafrede, Gessner's liebliche Idylle, Lessing's Emilia Galotti,

Goethe's G&tznnd. Schiller's Jugenddramen sie liegen hier alle in einer Linie; die

Sehnsucht der Idylle wendet sich seufzend von ihrer Zeit ab, der Zorn der stiir-

mischen Dramen atoszt diese um."
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exception so poor and oppressed, that a realistic portrayal of

their condition would have attracted no attention. As Gessner

puts it: "Was soil der Schafer mit der Wirklichkeit wo der Bauer

mit saurer Arbeit unterthanig Fiirsten und Stadten den Uberfluss

liefern muss, wo Armuth und Unterdruckung ihn ungesittet,

schlau, und niedertrachtig gemacht haben?'' 1

But this feeling of aversion was directed not only against

pastoral or peasant life; civilization as a whole was blamed for

having produced all the crime and unhappiness in the world. This

common sentiment found its best expression in the works of

Kousseau. Even in his first great works,
2 which appeared before

the idyls of Gessner, Kousseau appears as the great apostle of

freedom from the restraints of civilization, and in tones which re-

echoed throghout the world, preaches a return to nature.

Gessner, in common with his contemporaries, turned away from

the present state of the world and of civilization, which seemed all

wrong, to an ideal world which was thought of either as wholly

imaginary or as having existed in the past. Such periods they

found in an ideal Arcadia, and also in the patriarchal times as

pictured in the Bible stories treating of the periods before and

after the deluge. Especially did Klopstock and the Swiss turn

with religious fervor to depicting the Patriarchal Age.
3 Gessner

and his contemporaries entertained an unshakable belief and

assurance that such an ideal world had actually existed. 4 Was
not the Bible narrative in itself absolute proof that this earthhad

1 Gessner's Introduction to the idyls, p. 64,
2 In 1750 appeared Discours sur les sciences et les arts, which shows

Rousseau's "Kulturfeindliche Stimmung;" it appears still more forcibly in his

Discours sur Tiuegalitv parmi les hommes 1755, translated by Moses Men-

delssohn in the following year.
3 Gervinus IV, 174, says: "Dass wir die Idyllen von Salomon Gessner aus

Zurich auf eine Linie mit diesen Patriarchaden stellen, wird niemand wundern, der

die Geschichtlichen Verhaltnisse beachtet hat. Er ging aus Klopstock hervor,

wie Thomson aus Milton,"
4 Gessner writes: "Kurz, sie (die Ekloge) schildert uns ein goldnes Weltalter,

das gewiss einmal da gewesen ist, denn davon kann uns die Geschichte der

Patriarchen iiberzeugen, und die Einfalt der Sitten, die uns Homer schildert."
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seen an age of innocence and perfect happiness, ,when pastoral

occupation was the most important? And was not the legend

of the Golden Age, which had come down from classic authors

corroborative evidence? In this ideal shepherd-world, too, all

poetry had its origin and source, and to this era of perfectionman
must always go for his noblest ideals and highest aspirations.

Gessner tried to depict this era as he imagined it had really exist-

ed,
1 and ardently hoped that it might again bless the earth and

usher in a new age of innocence and happiness.

In Gessner's idyls description of nature occupies the most

prominent place. Of the forty-two idyls of Gessner, twenty lack

dialogue altogether, and are purely descriptive or narrative; and

of the dialogues, fifteen or more come in this same category,

leaving but a few in which the descriptive element is of minor

importance. A Swiss and a painter, he seems to have been doubly

qualified for describing the grand nature of his native country;

but not even Haller's Alpen had opened his eyes to the beauty and

grandeur of the mountains. On the contrary, nature in his works

is too conventional and overadorned, like the ornamental French

gardening of the rococo period.

Gessner intentionally made the descriptive element so promi-

nent, following the examples of Haller and Kleist, and more

especially of their predecessor Brockes, whose minute vapid de-

scriptions had charmed him in his youth. In common with these

great descriptive authors Gessner still labored under the theory
that poetry could and should vie with the landscape painter, and

in his idyls he entered into this unequal contest. In his Brief uber

die Landschaftsmalerei he says: "Die Dichtkunst ist die wahre

Schwester der Malerkunst. Wie mancher Kiinstler wurde mit

mehr Geschmack edlere Gegenstande wahlen, wie mancher Dichter

wiirde in seinen Gemalden mehr Wahrheit, mehr Malendes im

1 Gessner says: "Diese Dichtungsart bekommt daher einen besondern

Vortheil, wenn man die Scenen in ein entferntes Weltalter setzt; sie erhalten

dadurch einen hohern Grad der Wahrscheinlichkeit."

The Idyl in German Literature. 3
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Ausdruck haben, wenn sie die Kenntniss beider Stiicke mehr ver-

banden." 1 This tendency naturally developed much Kleinmalerei.

In his Brief iiber die Landschaftsmalerei Gessner characterizes his

early work as a painter; this criticism is also the best character-

istic of his literary productions, including the idyl. He writes:

"Meine Neigung ging vorzuglich auf die Landschaft. Das Beste

und der Hauptendzweck ist doch immer die Natur. So dacht' ich

und zeichnete nach der Natur. Aber ich wollte derNatur allzugenau

folgen und sah mich in Kleinigkeiten des Detail verwickelt, die den

Effekt des Ganzen storten; und fast immer fehlte mir die Manier,

die den Gegenstanden der Natur ihren wahren Charakter beibe-

halt." 2

Just as the grand nature of the Alps finds no reflection in

Gessner's idyls, he also fails to imitate Haller in introducing actual

idyllic life of the mountain people who dwelled in almost patriar-

chal simplicity. However, Gessner did people his beautified nature

with inhabitants: shepherds, satyrs, fauns, and zephyrs. Even

though the former are more natural than Fontenelle's shepherds

("courtiers clad in silk"), yet two causes contributed to make the

characters represented seem unreal and lifeless. In the first place

they were only of minor importance as compared with the scenery

of which they were intended to be the-ornaments and decorations.

In the second place, the scenes are laid in an ideal Arcadia, an

innocent Golden Age, and in consequence the characters are

vague and unreal, too innocent and virtuous to be really human.

This Arcadian innocence and goodness makes the characters all

of one general type; it was always the same shepherd in different

situations. This poverty of character-types is all the more

noticeable as there is hardly any action in the idyls. In twenty

1 Continuing, Gessner writes: "Der Landschafts-maler muss sehr zubeklagen

sein, den z. B. die Gemalde eines Thomson nieht begeistern konnen. Ich habe in

diesem grossen Meister viele Gemalde gefunden, die aus den besten Werken der

grossesten Maler genommen scheinen, und die der Kiinstler ganz auf sein Tuch

iibertragen konnte." Brockes is also mentioned, p. 288.
2 See Brief iiber die Landschaftsmalerei in Gessners Werke (Deut Nat. Lit.)

p, 282.
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of the fourty-two idyls no dialogue occurs at all, and what dia-

logue there is, is lacking in dramatic life, being either descriptive

or narrative. The conversation of the shepherds which ought to

bring out the difference of character only shows how exactly alike

they are,
1 most of what is said would be equally appropriate in

the mouth of either shepherd. This sameness is necessarily fatal

to any continued interest in the characters. Their calm dialogue

cannot move us even when it, as in the idyl Der Sturm, describes

a storm at sea and a shipwreck. As Goethe says: "Voltaire kann

zu Lausanne aus seinem Bette dem Sturm des Genfer Sees im

Spiegel nicht ruhiger zugesehen haben als die Leute auf dem

Felsen, um die das Wetter wiitet, sich vice versa detailliren was

sie beide sehen."

Two of Gessners idyls, however, deserve special mention as

differing from the others, and showing an approach toward

realism.

Der Faun (idyl 20) has some of the spirit of Theocritus, and

excellently characterizes two different types; the love-sick Faun,

whose suit has been rejected, gives way to despair, while his friend

banters him on account of his passion and eventually induces him

to join the merry procession in honor of Lyaeus.

In only one idyl does Gessner leave the dream-world of an

Arcadian existence and descend to terra firma; in only one does he

foreshadow the realistic idyl, which was so soon to appear, descri-

bing characters and scenes of the native soil. Das holzerne Bein,

erne Schweizer-idylle portrays in the old invalid soldier a charac-

teristic figure with the grand mountains of Switzerland as a

background. The veteran describes in animated words to an

1 Goethe says: "Zeigt das nicht den grossten Mangel dichterischer Empfind-

ung, dass in keiner einzigen dieser Idyllen die handlenden Personen wahres
Interesse an und mit einander haben? Entweder ist es kalter, erzahlender Monolog
oder was eben so schlimm ist, Erzahlung und ein Vertrauter der seine paar

Pfennige quer hinein dialogisiert, und wenn denn einmal zwei was zusammen

finden, empfindet's einer wie der andre, und da ist's vor wie nach." See Goethe's

excellent review of Moraliscbe Erz8,hlungen und Idyllen von Diderot und S.

Gessner in Frankfurter Gelehrle Anzeigen 8, 273 (1772).
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admiring young shepherd one of the severe battles fought for the

independence of Switzerland. But even this idyl Gessner over

loads by bringing in an account of the shepherd's subsequent visit

to the soldier's home, and his marriage with the soldier's daughter.

Of the first part of this idyl Goethe says: "Wie ich anfing, sie zu

lesen, rief ich aus: 0, hatt'er nichts, als Schweizer-idyllengemacht!

Dieser treuherzige Ton, diese muntre Wendung des Gesprachs, das

National-interesse! Das holzerne Bein ist mir lieber als ein Dutzend

elfenbeinerne Nymphenfusschen !

" a

The hexameter would have been the most natural form for

Gessner to adopt in his idyls after the example set by Klopstock

and Kleist, and by Bodmer in his Pa.triarcha.den, especially as

that is also the meter of the classic idyls. But at the advice of

Ramler he began to write in a rhythmical prose,
8 which together

with a poetic and elevated style he adopted in nearly all his works.

Everywhere occurfragments of iambic 3 or dactylic verse, occasion-

ally even a whole hexameter line. 4 This rhythmical prose appears
in the works of many of the immediate imitators of Gessner,

especially writers of idyls, some ofwhom tried to hide their inability

to put their weak products into a strict poetical form, and hence

chose this easier rhythmical form.

The idyl or Genre-bUd suited Gessner's peculiar talent. But

with success came the ambition to produce some greater work.

Under the influence of Klopstock and the Patriarchal epics of

the Swiss, he wrote Der Tod Abels which was considered by his

1 In Frankf. Gel. ADZ., 1772.
2 Later Ramler became possessed with the mania to "improve" the works of

his friends. Among other "improvements" he turned Gessner's prose idyls into

verse and published them under the title: Gessner's auserlesene Idyllen in Verse

gebracht (Berlin 1787).
3 So in idyl I there are long iambic passages; e. g, "Die, Daphne! dies allein,

belohne meine Lieder, dies eei mein Ruhm, dass mir an deiner Seite, aus deinem
holden Auge Beifall lachle."

4 E. g., in Gessner's wellknown idyl Mirtil (No, 5), we meet the following

dactylic prose, the latter part of it constituting an hexameter line:

"Itzt schwieg er und sah mit thranendem Aug' auf den Greisen;

Wie er lachelnd da liegt und schlummertl sprach er itzt schluchzend."
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contemporaries, especially in France, as his best work. He des-

cribes in it the same idyllic world as in his idyls, with the same

lack of action, and inability to characterize. Abel is the embod-

iment of good, Cain of evil, but as Gessner could create no genuine
human villain, there is no real climax. Der erste Schiffer (1762),

altogether pastoral in its character, is considered Gessner's best

work both as to the plot and style.
l

Gessner informs us, that in his idyls he took Theocritus for his

model. He says: "Ich habe den Theokrit immer fur das beste

Muster in dieser Art Gedichte gehalten. Ich habe
Gessner and
T , .. meine Regeln in diesem Muster gesucht. Andout-
Tneocntus.

wardly he did imitate Theocritus and the ancients in

choosing their shepherd-names, as Daphnis and Daphne, Amyntas
and Alexis, Damon and Thyrsis, Phillis and Chloe, Tityrus and Me-

nalkas; further, by the introduction of satyrs and fauns, by the use

of songs and refrains, and by referring to the ordinary occupations
of shepherd-life. Yet there is a wide difference between the two:

Gessner described a beautified nature which he adorned with

Dresden China shepherds. Theocritus described human characters

to whom he gave an appropriate natural background. Seemingly
Gessner himself did not appreciate in all its extent the difference

between himself and Theocritus. This self-deception may to some

extent be explained by Gessner's inability to read Greek; it is

possible that the French translation of Theocritus, which he used,

may have blurred the distinctness and vigor of the original out-

lines. So in the introduction to his idyls Gessner several times

speaks of the unverdorbene Herzen and sanfte Miene der Unscbuld

ihrer Liebe of the shepherds of Theocritus, as ifthey, too, belonged
to an innocent Arcadia. By omitting such realistic features as

seemed to him inappropriate according to his standard,
2 he

1 Frey says in his introduction to Gessner's works: t^ber dem ganzen Werk-
chen ist ein unendlicher Zauber siisser Sehnsucht und nirgends schimmert Gessner's

traumhafte Welt in solchem Glanze, wie hier."- Cf. Koberstein V, 57, 11.

2 "Zwar weiss ich wohl dass einige wenige Ausdriicke und Bilder in Theokrit

bei so sehr abgeanderten Sitten uns verachtlich worden sind; dergleichen Urn-
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thought that he could produce a world which was as real as that

of Theocritus, without the latter's seeming coarseness, not appre-

ciating that it is just the combination of all these small touches

in Theocritus which give color and life to his characters and to

his poetry.

Though Gessner himself challenges a comparison of his idyls

with those of Theocritus, we cannot judge them by the same

standard, but must always remember, that the aim and purpose

of the two poets was altogether different. 1 It was Gessner's aim

to describe a Golden Age, in which piety and virtue and calm

happiness reigned supreme; it was his aim to portray a nature

beautiful and perfect, like the paradise of the Bible. Besides this

there was the moral purpose: Gessner wished to strengthen in

his readers the desire to lead a life of virtue and contentment, and

wished to arouse a deep appreciation of the beauties of nature.

And who would deny that Gessnerhas accomplished this his purpose

to a remarkable degree? He must ever be honored on account of

the tenderness of his feelings, the purity of his thought, the grace

of his presentation, and the harmony of his language.

Even though Gessner misunderstood the character of Theoc-

ritus's idyls, yet by turning to them for his models he called the

attention of his contemporaries and successors to Theocritus.

The need of a greater realism began to make itself felt and gave
an impulse towards the later realistic development of the idyl.

If you wish briefly to sum up the characteristics of Gessner's

idyls, it can be best done in the words of Goethe: "Malender Dich-

ter! Dazu charakterisiert sich Gessner selbst, und wer mit Les-

singen der ganzen Gattung ungunstig ware, wiirde hier wenig zu

loben finden: Mit dem empfindlichsten Auge fur die Schonheiten

der Natur hat G. reizende Gegenden durchwandelt, in seiner Ein-

bildungskraft zusammengesetzt, verschonert und so standen

standgen hab ich zu vermeiden getrachtet." Se Introduction to Gessner's Idyls,

p. 65.

1 Concerning the character of the idyls of Theocritus, see page 11 .
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paracliesische Landschaften vor seiner Seele. Ohne Figuren 1st

eine Landschaft todt; er schuf sich also Gestalten aus seiner

schmachtenden Empfindung und erhohten Phantasie, staffierte

sein Gemalde damit, und so wurden seine Idyllen. Und in diesem

Geiste lese man sie! und man wird iiber seine Meisterschaft

erstaunen." 1

Gessner's ideal pastoral idyl is the culmination of the pastoral

literature which has been introduced into Germany at the begin-

ning ofthe seventeenth century. But this culmination also brought
with it a surfeit and a reaction, by which the unreal elements of

this literature were thrown off, just as Goethe overcame his senti-

mental Werther-mood by giving expression to it in Werther's

Leiden. After Gessner the notes of the shepherd's pipe, which had

been heard on every hillside, were soon to die away in German

literature.
'

His strains were not the beginning of a new era. They
were the swan's song of one about to end.

Most of the immediate imitators of Gessner in their desire to

be original substituted fishermen and gardeners for the shepherds.

Yet we discern no real advance in the works of these
The imitators of

Gessner imitators; their atmosphere and setting is the same

innocent and perfect Arcadia which we find in Gess-

ner; the characters represented are Gessner's shepherds in the garb
of fishermen. These idyls are not only narrative and descriptive,

but the moral and religious element occupies a most prominent

position. The authors who persisted in clinging to this ideal

world of innocent Arcadian existence thereby showed that they
were untouched by the re-awakening influence which began to

dominate German literature, and that they retained the phantom
ideal, which others had already cast aside. Hence much of the

work of these imitators is of a very low order of merit; in fact,

Julian Schmidt places it among the least enjoyable literary pro-

ducts of the time. Two of the imitators of Gessner, Kleist and

Bronner, rise above the others in ability and mastery of form.

i See Frankf. Gel. Anz. 1772.
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Ewald Christian v. Kleist who had exerted a great influence

upon Gessner by his descriptive poem Der Friibling* is now in

turn led by Gessner's works to try his hand at writing idyls.
2

Even in his earliest idyllic works
3 written before Gessner's idyls

he shows a tendency to turn away from the world of shepherds.

So in Amynt (1751) and in other poems the shepherd element has

almost vanished. Now when Gessner's example led him to write

idyls, he endeavors to enlarge their scope. In the introduction to

his Neue Gedichte (1758) he says, that the French by taking the

subject matter for the idyl from shepherd-life only, had made the

limits of the idyl altogether too narrow; Kleist thought that

other phases of country life were equally suitable for idyllic treat-

ment. However, as Kleist's aim was moral and religious, he

insisted that only pure and pleasing pictures should be given,

trivial and unenjoyable traits were to be carefully removed. In

his Milon und Iris and Irin he contributed a gardener-idyl and a

fisher-idyl. These, like all his works, are full of pious senti-

ment; pray to God, rely upon him; He directs the world for the

best; He will bestow a lasting happiness upon all who obey His

will. 4 The idyls of J. Chr. Blum, 6
though written in a pleasing

1 See page 32.
2 In imitation of Gessner Kleist wrote the gardener-idyl Milan und Iris 1758

and his fisher-idyl Irin 1758.
3 See note 2, p. 32.

4 So in Irin the son admires the beauty of the sea and shore, but the most

important part of the idyl are the moral precepts of the father:

"0 bleib der Tugend immer Treu

Und weine mit den weinenden

Und gieb von deinem Vorrat gern
Den Armen."

In order to complete the moral, even though it makes the idyl as such less

perfect, the death of Irin is mentioned, and that the son

"folgete

Stets diesen Lehren. Segen kam
Auf ihn. Sein langes Leben dunkt
Ihm auch ein Friihlingstag zu sein,"

5 See Koberstein V. 60- Several of Blum' s idyls written in blank verse had

been printed in the Gottinger Musenalmanach, before they were collected and

published in the year 1773.
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form, are unimportant in themselves and in the influence they

exerted,

Kleist wrote only one fisher-idyl, His example was foliowed by
one whose name is inseparably connected with idyls dealing ex-

clusively with the life of fishermen, Franz Xaver Bronner 1 (1758

1850). In his youth he had been a most ardent reader and

admirer of Gessner, and early tried his hand at translating idyls

from the Greek. From the window of his cell in a Benedictine

convent he had a fine view of the Danube and of a fisher-village,

so that he at all times saw fishermen plying their trade among
the small islands that dotted the water. This sight aroused his

interest in the village-life, and led him to the composition of his

first fisher-idyls. Diffident of his own powers he did not venture

to publish these idyls, until after his flight from the convent to

Switzerland. Here he met Gessner who encouraged him in his

writing of fisher-idyls, and introduced his first volume to the

public in 1787. 2 He-assured by the success which greeted this

publication he issued his Neue Fischergedichte und Erzahlungenin.
1794.

With little originality Bronner everywhere shows the influence

of the models whom he followed. In all his idyls he adopted the

rhythmical and lofty prose of Gessner and the moralizing tone of

1 See Bronner's Introd. to Vol. II. 24, where he makes special mention of

Kleist's Iria "eine der lieblichsten versificierten Fischeridyllen. Wer hort nicht

gern den frommen Vater zu, der seinem Sohne beym Reusenlegen die schonsten

Lehren ertheilt? Und wer fiihlt sich nicht sanft geriihrt, wenn er den Schluss liest,

aus dem ein so feiner Ton siisser Wehmuth lispelt?- Mochten nur die folgenden

Fischergedichte auch so allgemein gefallen, als Kleist's Irin." Se Gervinus IV, 188.
2 Fischergedichten und Erz&hlungen mit einem Vorwort von Gessner,

1787. Among other things Gessner says: "Der Verfasser hat diese Gedichte in

einsamen Stunden der Musse verfertiget; vom Fenster seiner Kloster-zelle, wo er

die Jahre seiner Jugend. auch unter ernstern Studien der Mathematik und Natur-
kunde hinbrachte, hatte er die ausgebreitete Aussicht auf einen Fluse, und seine

schattenreichen Ufer, und auf die anmuthigen Inseln, die er umschwamm. Bey der

Lektur des Theokrit, Virgil und Sanuazar staunte er diese Scenen an, beobachtete
die mannigfaltigen Schonheiten, die vor ihm lagen und die Bewohner der Gegend,
deren meiste BeschaftigungderFischfang ist, ward begeistert, und schrieb so, was
er sah, was ihn riihrte, und so entstanden seine ersten Fischergedichte.". See p. 3.
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Kleist. Die erste Fischerin is an evident and weak imitation of

Gessner's Der erste Schiffer, and the idyl Der Bad seems to be

based upon the bathing scene in Thomson's Seasons.

In the introduction to his idyls Bronner justifies his selection

of fishermen for the actors in his descriptive idyllic poems by

citing the example of classic authors, of Sannazaro and of Kleist,

and claims that fishermen are fully as capable of idealized treat-

ment as are shepherds;
1

furthermore, the fisheridyl had the

advantage of not being worn threadbare. 2 And he was acquaint-

ed with the life of the fisherfolk; for years had he studied and

observed their ways and habits, their daily work and pleasures.

He says himself: "Erinnern Sie sich nur, dass ich, sieben Jahre

lang, taglich ein Fischerdorf mit aller seiner Geschaftigkeit vor

Augen hatte; dann werden Sie es ganz begreiflich finden, wie sich

meine Phantasie allmahlich mit Fischern bevolkern konnte." 3

In spite of this fact, that Bronner's idyls are based on personal
observation and actual acquaintance, and ought therefore to

contain real human characters, we feel at once that it is not the

fresh and invigorating sea-air which pervades them, but the per-

fumed atmosphere of conventionality and idealization. And even

Bronner himself appreciated that his characters are not men of

flesh and blood. On the contrary, his very definition of fisher-

idyl indicates his purpose to describe an idealized and innocent

world. 4 The fisherman's garb was but a mask for ideal charac-

ters, in some of whom he even expected his friends to recognize

themselves. 5 The very names he gives his fishermen show their un-

1 Introduc. to Vol. II., p. 9 of Bronner's works.
2 Introduc. to Vol. II., 9.

3 Introduc. to Vol. I., 10,

4 Bronner defines the fisher-idyl as "einzelne den sanften Gefiihlen Schmei-

chelnde Bilder, Handlungen und kleine Scenen aus dem Fischerleben." Later he

adds: "Ihre Charaktere diirfen und sollen veredelt sein, wie man sie vielleicht

nirgend antrifft, aber wie man sie doch anzutreffen hoffen kann." See Introd. to

Vol. II., pp. 6, 8.

5 "Meine Bekannten werden sich, bey der Durchlesung derselben, wohl selbst

erkennen." See Introd, Vol. I., 12.
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real character and their kinship to Gessner's shepherds: Clinias and

hardly astonished at meeting a mythological incident, as when a

Naiad transforms the drowning Calmus into a water-plant. The

Theone, Palemon and Myrson, AsphalionandLyde.Thetimeo^ihe

idyls is laid in a remote and hazy antiquity, wherefore we are

characters all belong to the innocent Golden Age; if at any time

a fisherman does commit any wrong, no motive is assigned for his

action, and he immediately repents.
1 Dramatic dialogue is lack-

ing and the action is stifled by the long descriptions and more

especially by the moralizing reflections. 2 The very titles are

often suggestive of sermons: Geniess im Stillen, Massigung, Die

wahren Reichen, etc.

Real fishermen of his day Bronner did attempt to introduce

into two of his idyls, but with little success. He thinks it necessary,

however, to preface the first of these idyls with an apology to the

reader for thus rudely taking him away from the pleasing illusion

of a "better world", an illusion so necessary to idyllic poetry.
3

But even in this idyl, Der Fischer bey Hofe, ein modernes Fischer-

gesprach, the purpose is didactic, the fisher-element disappears,

and the idyl becomes a satire, in which Veit describes to Hans his

impression of a visit at court. The second attempt at a realistic

idyl again shows Gessner's influence; just as Gessner had closed

his idyls with ewe Schweizer-idylle, in which the soldier with the

1 So e. g. the idyl Die Rache des Redlichen.
8 That Bronner considered these moralizing reflections an important ingredient

of his idyls we see by his own statement: "Vermogen die eingestreuten moral-

ischen Ziige, hier und da, eine schonere Empfindung in unverdorbenen Herzen zu

wecken, so halte ich mich doppelt fur meine Arbeit belohnt." See Introd. to Vol.

I., 12.
3 Bronner's apology which also shows the character of his work is as follows:

"Ich menge hier unter Gedichte, deren handelnde Personen alle in ein enferntes

Zeitalter zuriickgesetzt sind, ein Fischergesprach aus neueren Zeiten. Zwar muss
ish fiirchten meine Leser dadurch auf eine unangenehme Weise aus dem Traume
zu wecken, in den ich sie gern eingewiegt hatte, um ihnen desto bequemer Bilder

aus einer bessern Welt vormahlen zu konnen. Allein ich hoffe doch, das kleine

Stuck, eben weil es modern ist, werde so viel Interesse haben, dass man mir die

geflissentliche Aufhebung einer dieser Dichtungsart so vortheilhaftes Tauschung
zu gut halten wird." See Bronner Vol. I. 98.
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wooden leg describes a battle, so Bronner makes a ballad celebrat-

ing the Swiss struggle for liberty the chief element of his last idyl,

Schwanau, ein Schweitzerisches Fischergedicht.

Other writers of little or no original powers imitated Gessner

and Kleist in their idyls, losing themselves in reflections and vague

descriptions of an idealized and hazy world of innocence. Of these

authors Bruckner is of importance only in so far as he in no small

degree influenced the first idyls of Voss, with whom he was inti-

mately associated. Bruckner's Idyllen aus einer Unschuldswelt

appeared 17745 in the Gottmger Musenalmanach, 1 of which

Yoss was editor. These idyls also contain descriptions of innocent

precocious child-life (as Die Unschuld, Jesus als Kind) later

published under the title of Kinderidyllen. Bruckner's Unschulds-

welt together with works of a similar nature, Wilmsen's Samm-

lung lur Geist und Herz, and Breitenbauch's Judiscbe Schafer-

gedichte mark the lowest ebb which German literature of this

period reached. 2

Meanwhile the new and vigorous era of a literary re-awakening

had begun in Germany; literature became a genuine reflection of

actual conditions and real life. The decaying literature descrip-

tive of an imaginary Golden Age, heard its doom from every side,

best expressed in the words with which Gryphius closes his Sch war-

mender Scbaffer:

"Aus Nymfen! Schaffer aus! Aus mit der Schafferey!

Man kehr auffs Schloss! Last Kleid und Hirtenstab heim senden

Weil Lysis nun entbaumt, ist dieses Spiel zu Enden."

1 Sauer in Gottinger Dichterbund (Deut. Nat. Lit.) p. 31 says: "Es macht

keinen erfreulichen Eindruck dass dieser Almanach der mit Klopstock so kraftig

einsetzte, mit Bruckner so schwachlich endet."

2 See Julian Schmidt Gesch d. Deut. Lit.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE KEALISTIC IDYL.

With the middle of the eighteenth century the day of a new li-

terary era began to dawn upon Germany. The foreign forms and

materials which had dominated German literature for centuries were

overthrown by destructive criticism and by the impetuous onsets

of the Storm and Stress period, whereupon followed the most

remarkable development of a classic national literature which

modern times have witnessed. In the idyl we can see the same

successive stages which German literature as a whole passed

through, namely: 1. the theory of the idyl perfected in the era of

criticism; 2. the rough naturalistic idyl in the Storm and Stress

period represented by Maler Muller; 3. the idyl in its German

classic perfection, at least as to form, in the works of Voss.

The critics immediately following Gessner, especially Schlegel
1

and Ramler,
2 find only words of approbation for Gessner, con-

sidering his style and conception of the idyl al-

f th 'd l
mos^ perfect. But with quickening literary life

in Germany, men began to doubt whether the

idyl in Germany had been developed along right lines. "Was this

idealized description of a Golden Age the highest possible devel-

1 A. J. Schlegel in hie edition of Batteux, 1751, still characterizes Schafer

dichtung as follows: "Ihr wesentlicher Inhalt sind die sanften Empflndungen
eines gluckseligen Lebens, die vermittelst einer einfachen weder heroischen noch

lacherlichen, sondern natiirlichen Handlung entwickelt werden, und in der fur sie

gehorigen Scene, in der reizenden Scene der Natur, aufgestellt werden." He lays

stress, then, upon action as the essence of the pastoral, but action that includes

no ordinary labor. In the second edition, 1759, however, in the article Von dem

eigentlichen Gegenstande des Schafergedichts he accepts and approves of

Gessner's descriptive idyls with their moral reflections as a new kind of pastoral.
2 In the second edition of Ramler's Batteux, 1762, Ramler says that Gessner

had written in the true spirit of Theocritus: "Man findet hier gleiche Siissigkeit ,
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opment of this literary form? Could the unreal, hazy characters

of Gessner's idyls be ranked with the real shepherds of Theocritus? i

The review of Schlegel's treatise by Mendelssohn in Briefe die

neueste Literatur betreffead, Berlin (1762) marks the first im-

portant advance in theory. He defines the idyl as "der sina-

lichste Ausdruck der hochst verschonerten Leidenshaften und

Empfindungen soldier Menschen, die in kleineren Gesellschaften

leben." Mendelssohn defends local coloring in the idyl as over

against the conventional background which Schlegel demand-

ed, and advocates the introduction of more complex action and

motives than an innocent Arcadia could offer. Mendelssohn

claims that the peasant of the time, with some degree of idealiza-

tion to be sure, could well be made the subject of idyllic treat-

ment. In laying down this principle Mendelssohn made a great

advance, for he thus brings the idyl back to the actual life of the

immediate present. But Mendelssohn places Theocritus, Vergil

and Gessner in one and the same category of idyllic writers, and

thereby shows that the did not carefully distinguish genuine naive

feeling from sentimentality.

It was reserved for Herder,
2 as he was the pioneer in the

theory of all modern German poetry and culture, to lay down the

principle governing realistic idyllic poetry. In his Fragmente he

points ^)for the first time the impassable chasm which separated

Theocritus and Gessner. The emotions and passions of Gessner's

gleiche Naivetat, gleiche Unschuld in den Sitten. Seine Empfindungen sind man-

nigfaltig, seine Plane regelmassig, nichts 1st schoner als seine Colorit. Er hat

zwar nur in Prosa gesungen, allein seine Prosa ist so wohlklingend, dass wir den

Klang des Theokritischen Verses nur wenig vermissen."

1 Koberstein V. 59, states that the first testimony of this change of feeling

which he could find occurs in a letter from Abbt to Mendelssohn in the year 1762.

Abbt writes (see vermischte Werke 3, 60): "Dieser Tage las ich etwas von

Idyllen, fieng an dariiber nachzudenken, dass sie fur unsere Zeiten und fur unsere

Lander immer sehr ungeschmackt sein miissten, weil weder Natur noch Staat die

Originalien dazu geben konnen."

2 See Herder's Fragmente fiber die neuere deutscbeLitteratur, the chapter
headed Theobrit und Gessner, 1767.
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are made so pure and ethereal that they cease to be passions, while

Theocritus stands on the soil of real nature, his shepherds

have really hnman passions; their innocence is the naive

innocence of the child, while Gessner's shepherds do not give the

impression of being artless and ingenuous. In the words of

Herder: "Wenn Rainier sagt, man flnde bei Gessner eine gleiche

Siissigkeit wie bei Theokrit, so ist die Siissigkeit des Griechen

noch ein klarer Wassertrank aus dem pierischen Quell der Musen,

der Trank des deutschen dagegen ist verzuckert."

Herder wished that idyllic literature should no longer be a

mere conventional presentation of ideal life, but should become a

plant of native growth and development, grounded in the rich

soil of actual popular life. This principle he laid down in the

following words: "Nicht nachamen sondern im Sinne des eigenen

Geistes nachschaflen." This return of idyllic poetry to the actual

present excluded from the idyl the conventional, virtuous and

perfect characters, which were so utterly unreal. Only by repre-

senting human characters, with all their weaknesses as well as

excellences, could the idyl attain its best and highest form. Herder

states his ideal of the purpose of the idyl as follows: "Wenn man

Empflndungen und Leidenschaften der Menschen in kleinen Gesell-

schaften so sinnlich zeigt, dass wir auf den Augenblick mit ihnen

Schafer werden, und so weit verschonert zeigt, dass wir es fur den

Augenblick werden wollen: Kurz bis zu Illusion mid zum hochsten

Wohlgefallen erhebt sich der Zweck der Idylle, nicht aber bis zum
Ausdruck der Vollkommenheit oder zur moralischen Besserung."

Under Herder's influence poetic beauty was no longer confunded

with moral perfection, and thus a return to depicting real life was

made possible. Furthermore, Lessing had given the death blow

to purely descriptive poetry in his Laokoon (1766), that famous

analysis of the difference between the plastic arts and poetry,

where he claims that action constitutes the essence of poetry.

Thus criticism cleared the ground and prepared the soil for the

wonderful growth which was so soon to burst forth. Men turned

away with a feeling of surfeit from the old literary forms and
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subject-matter, and rejoiced to behold the dawning glory of

classic German literature. In this great German renaissance the

idyl, too, was regenerated; the principles which Herder had laid

down were crystallized into form in the realistic idyls oftwo authors

of superior merit, Maler Miiller and Voss.

Fredrich Miiller (17491825), one of the most fruitful poets

of the Storm and Stress period, was born in the Rhenish Pala-

tinate, which he has celebrated in his best idyls.
Maler Miiller.

He early showed artistic talent, and for some time

was in the service of a Prince of the Palatinate as a painter and

engraver. When 21 years old he came to Mannheim where he

spent his happiest and most productive years in a congenial

literary circle, assuming the pen-name of ein junger Maler, later

MalerMtiller. Through the recommendation of Goethe he obtained

a pension to go to Italy to continue his studies as an artist. He

spent the remainder of his rather unhappy life at Rome without

accomplishing mush further. 1 The very name he assumed, Maler

Miiller, indicates how his efforts were divided between painting

and literature, a distraction of interests fatal to the highest suc-

cess in either.

Miiller won the favor of the public of the Storm and Stress

period by his idyls,
2 since he, as hardly any one else felt and gave

expression to the various forces which were at work in this period

of fermentation and transition. It is interesting to notice how

the old and the new influnces struggled for the mastery in his

mind and in his works, a reflection of a struggle which was going

1 He died at Rome in 1825. His wellknown epitaph, written by himself reads

as follows;

"Wenig gekannt und wenig geschatzt, hab' ich beim Wirken.

Nach dem Wahren gestrebt, uiid mein hochster Genuss.

War die Erkenntniss des Schonen und Grossen ich habe gelebet!
Dass Fortuna mich nie geliebet, verzeih ich ihr gern."
2 The idyls af Maler Miiller in the order of publication are: in 1775 appeared

Der erschlagene Abel, Bacchidon und Milon, Der Satyr Mopsus, Der Faun,
Die Schaafschur; in 1778 Adams erstes Erwachen und erste selige Nachte.

Das Nusskernea and Ulrich von Kossbeim were not published till 1811, but

must have been written much earlier.
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on all over Germany in all phases of literary and intellectual life.

Miiller, however, never emerged from his period of Storm and

Stress. Although in his idyls he passed from the imitation of

Klopstock and Gessner to a natural and naiA^e presentation of

life, yet his works from beginning to end bear the stamp of Storm

and Stress, and are throughout characterized by a rough natur-

alism and and an entire lack of restraint. We obtain the best

view of the influences affecting Miiller by considering his idyls in

three groups:

1. Those depicting the Patriarchal Age;

2. The faun and satyr idyls, based upon classic models;

3. The idyls describing the village-life of his own home near

the Rhine.

Klopstock and Gessner exerted a great influence upon young
Miiller; their example led him to select Biblical subjects as material

for his idyls. His Der erschlagene Abel is an imitation of Gessner's

Der Tod Abels. An episode in the latter work Miiller expands
into the idyllic romance Adams erstes Erwachen und erste selige

Nachte. Yet though Miiller in these works adopts Gessner's

rhythmical prose and still makes his characters too sentimental, we

at once notice an improvement upon Gessner's in characterization;

instead of Gessner's vague, paradisical forms Miiller has produced
characters with real human feelings and passions. The different

persons appear sharply outlined against the background of an

idealized nature. For instance, in Miiller's idyl Cain is a real villain

who, however, succeeds in arousing our symphathy. The style is

lively and vigorous.
1

In the faun and satyr idyls Miiller frees himself still more from

Gessner's influence. The satyr Mopsus, Bacchidon und MiloD, and

Der Faun (1775), even though sometimes coarse and burlesque,

are instinct with life and action, and are written in that vigorous

language which betrays the dramatist of the Storm and Stress

1 See Hettner's edition of Maler Miiller p. VI.

The Idyl in German Literature. 4
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period. They are also full of sparkling humor of which we find no

trace in Gessner. 1 In Mopsus, the counterpart of Polyphemus of

Theocritus, how ludricrous is the lament of the deformed satyr,

whom the nymph Persina, pretending to answer his suit with

favor, had decoyed into the brambles! The most humorous,

however, of his idyls is the second, describing the youthful eager-

ness of Milon to read his poem to Bacchidon, whose attention he

had to buy by offering him wine. The garrulous old man with

his unquenchable thirst continually interrupts him with:

"Halt ein, Milon, keine Silbe welter! Hierauf muss erst getrun-

ken sein!"

When the reading is ended and the wine, too, is gone, how
droll is Bacchidon's elegy

2 to the empty wine-flask! 3

The third idyl of this group possesses the proper brevity for

an idyl, while the previous ones are too diffuse. It tells of the

lament of Molon at the funeral-pyre of his wife. His rough, wild

nature, his genuine emotion, his love for the wine-flask from which

he drinks repeatedly between his sighs and lamentations, is all set

forth in vigorous and choppy language thoroughly characteristic

of the uncouth character depicted.

The third group of idyls, volkstiimHch-deutsche, Muller treats

in a manner wholly independent and original. Here he describes

peasant life of his home in the Palatinate (Die Schaafschur and

1 Though Bronner, in his introduction to his idyls, states that in private life

Gessner was exceedingly witty.
2 "Todt, runzlicht, entstellt liegst du, zuvor so angespannter Schlauch! Gern,

herzliebster Schlauch, wollt' ich langer bei deiner Leiche weinen, stiinde nur, wie

sich's gebiihrt', neben deiner Bahre ein wohlgezogenes junges vollbackiges

Schlauchlein, dein Sohn oder Enkel, der mir hernach mit seinem Balsam wieder

abwiische meiner Thranen Salz. Aber wehe mir TrauermannI Der erblichene war
eine Waise. Leerl zu friih leer! Ach armer WeinschlauchI" Hettner's Muller,

p. 83.

3 The review in AUgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek (XXXI. I 222) says: Die

Bescreibung der ganzen Scene, der Ausdruck der rohen ungeschminkten Natur in

der Trauerklage des Alten und des Kleinen hat etwas so Wahres, Charakteristi-

sches, Eindringendes, dass es Herz und Sinn riihrt. Die Sprache ist hart, ver-

stummelt, hingeworfen, wie es fur seine Faunen, die er einmal als ehrliche Wilde

bildet, geziemt."
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Das Nusskernen) or goes back to the chivalry of the Middle Ages

for his material (Ulrich von Kossheim). Never before in German

literature had the simple life of the common people been depicted

with such force and vigor, with such faithful adherence to reality,

as here in Muller's idyls descriptive of his Rhenish home. In the

German poetry of the Middle Ages we see the beginnings of a

Dorf-geschichte; but this phase of life had for centuries remained

entirely disregarded, until Das Schaafschur again taught men to

appreciate actual simple life of the present, and thereby gave
renewed impulse to the Dorf-geschichte which in the modern novel

has proven to be such a rich and productive field. 1 Miiller's

descriptions are so true to life and full of vigor, so full of small

traits of everyday occurrences that these idyls seem almost photo-

graphic representations of the life of his native village. His love

for folksong and folk-tales crops out everywhere in the many
selections from these sources which he introduces. But unfortu-

nately, satirical and polemical elements directed against pedantic

critics and conventionality, interesting as they are from a literary

point of view, weaken the poetic effect of these idyls.
2

Maler Miiller put his idyls on the basis of reality. But there

is a certain wildness in his scenes and characterization, a rough-

ness in his prose, which shows that he had not overcome the

1 "Wir diirfen cine begiinstigte Gattung unseres Jahrhunderts, die Dorfge.

schichte, auf Miillers Versuche zuriickleiten." See Miillers Werke in Dent. Nat.
Lit. edited by August Sauer, p. V.

2 The following passage illustrates both the vigorous style and polemical

tendency of Miillers writings. In Die Schaafschur one of the characters, AValter

in speaking of ideal shepherds virtually attacks Gessner and his followers. Walter

says: "Der Schulmeister bringt mir weiss der Kukuk was fur ein Buch, heisst

Idyllen, Gedrucktes, so von Schafern; schreit, larmt und jubilirt und gaudirt sich

wegen des Zeugs, so drinnen steht; liest mir dann auch hin und weider etliches

vor. Ei freilich, sagt ich; wo giebt's denn Schafer wie diese? Das Schafer? Das
sind mir curiose Leute, die weiss der Henker wie leben; fuhlen nicht, wie wir
andere Menschen, Hitze oder Kalte: hungern oder dursten nicht; leben nur von
Rosenthau und Blumen und was des schonen siissen Zeugs noch mehr ist, das sie

bei jeder Gelegenheit einem so widerlich entgegenplaudern, dass es einem mein
Seel' wider den Mann geht. Das Pack da ist nicht von Herzen lustig, nicht von
Herzen traurig, alles im Traume nur." etc. See Hettner's Miiller p. 87.
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Storm and Stress period, and attained classic calmness and self-

control.

Between the two extremes, the pleasing form and unreal world

of Gessher and the rough naturalism of Mtiller, stands Voss.

While Gessner marked the culmination of the pastoral idyl,

descriptive of an ideal state of existence, in Voss the realistic idyl

of the classical period of German literature reached
Voss.

its highest development. He wished to describe

in his idyl actual simple life as it existed in Germany, and to do

this in the spirit of Theocritus. We are told that the idyls of

Theocritus had their roots in Homer. The study of Homer, too,

greatly influenced the character of the idyls of Voss. And so after

various deviations and wanderings the idyl comes back to the form

and spirit of the idyls of Theocritus, and the circle is complete.

Jobann Heinrich Voss 1 (1751 1826) was born and lived in

Northern Germany, and it is the natural scenery and the life of

Northern Germany which is reflected in his works, especially in his

idyls. While struggling along in poverty as a private tutor he

sent some poems to Gottinger Musenalmanach (1772), and thus

began a correspondence with the editor Boie (afterwards his

brother-in-law), which led to his going to Gottingen in the same

year. He and some associates of similar bent of mind founded the

well-known Gottinger Dichterbund (Hainbund), a circle of poets

of no small importance in the history of literary Germany. He
also assumed the editorship of the Musenalmanach in which most

of his idyls first appeared. From 17751802 he again lived in

Northern Germany, (at Wandsbeck, Otterndorf and Eutin), most

of the time as teacher and rector at a Gymnasium. These years

were the happiest and most productive years of his life: now he

wrote his idyls, carried on his classical studies, especially in Ho-

mer, and produced his incomparable translation of the Odyssey

1 See Johan Heinrich Voss in Gottinger Dichterb'ind of Deut. Nat.
Lit.^

edited by August Sauer.- Also Johann Heinrich Voss by Wilhelm Herbst, 3

vols., 18721876.
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(1780). In 1802 he moved to Jena where he was in close inter-

course with the Weimar circle, especially with Goethe. But soon

an advantageous offer induced him to go to Heidelberg (1805).

Here during his last years he busied himself with collecting and

filing his earlier poems.

Voss shows in his works that he, too, was carried away by
the influences which dominated his contemporaries. The whole

period was characterized by a longing to flee from the artificial

and overtrained culture of the so-called "Zopfzeit" back to sim-

plicity of life and manners, and this feeling is the very soul of all

idyllic poetry. We see this feeling manifested in the extravagant

joy with which men hailed Kousseau's attack upon civilization and

his theory of a return to a state of nature, in the deep and and

universal appreciation of nature and country life, in the growing

respect and admiration for the folksong, and in the revolt from

Neo-classicism in literature. The age went back to the classic

Greek literature for its inspiration; for now men were able to un-

derstand and appreciate Greek art and literature with a deeper
and fuller sense of its beauty and greatness.

Early in his youth Voss's attention had been called to the idyl

by his bosom friend Bruckner, a devout admirer and imitator of

Gessner in his IdyUen aus einer Unschuldswelt. 1 Gessner and

Klopstock also charmed the receptive mind of young Voss. 2 At

Gottingen, however, he at once showed a predilection for classical

studies; especially did ancient Hellas attract him, after Herder's

writings had opened his eyes to the grandness and beauty of Ho-

mer. He also made Theocritus and the bucolic poets an object

of thorough study. Notes were collected for a future edition of

Bion and Moschus, and he had in mind to write a long treatise on

1 See page 52; also Herbst's Voss II. 84.
2 At the end of 1774 Voss wrote to Bruckner: "Gessner ist so leicht als

Gellert und doch ein Dichter, ein grosser Dichter." But only a few months later

he speaks of how Gessner had imitated the Italians and filled his world with

Arcadian inhabitants. "Was gibt du mir," he adds, "wenn ich dir zeige, dass er

nur da vortrefflich ist, wo er wirkliche Natur hat".
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ancient pastoral poetry. The study of the Greek literature, espe-

cially of Theocritus and Homer, determined both the form and

the character of his idyls.

One reason why the idyl attracted Voss was the sense of his

poetic limitations. He felt that he did not possess the originality

and the creative power to produce great masterpieces in epic or

dramatic poetry. Least of all was he a lyric poet. But if any
one of these forms by itself was beyond his poetic powers, might
he not accomplish something of value and of lasting value in the

less pretentious idyl, into which he might introduce elements from

all these forms of poetry?

Through the study of Theocritus and Homer, Voss came to the

conclusion, that the hexameter was best fitted to give dignity and

stateliness to his poetry.
1 But of greater consequence was their

influence on Voss in his choice of subject-matter. Like Theocritus

he wished to depict reality, not an imaginary shepherd-world.
8

But his was not a slavish imitation; in the spirit of Theocritus he

embodied in poetic form the idyllic features of his own time and of

his native country with their local coloring and in their definite

forms. He studied conditions about him, in order to depict them

truthfully. So in March, 1775, he wrote to Ernestine Boie that

he intended to visit Dithmarschen "um Studien zu Dietmar-

scher Idylle zu machen." He adds: "Ich glaube dass diese Dich-

1 Klopstock's hexameters were from a technical point of view very halting;

many of them can hardly be scanned. It is Voss's great merit that he first reduced

the German hexameter to sound metrical rules and fully naturalized it in German

poetry. The metricaldilettanteism of Goethe and Schiller advanced under Voss's

influence to a mastery of this form of which Herbst says: "Unsere neuere Kunst-

poesie in charakterischen Hauptzweigen hat sich recht eigentlich am Hexameter,
dem Culturvers im eminenter Sinn, aufgerichtet." (Herbst's Voss, II. 88).

"Wer eine wahre Form erschafft," says W. von Humboldt with reference to

Voss, "der ist der Dauer seiner Arbeit gewiss."
2 In a letter to Bruckner written while at Gottingen he says: "Ich habe vieles

iiber die Idylle mit dir zu reden. Theokrit hat mich zuerst auf die eigentliche

Bestimmung dieser Dichtungsart aufmerksam gemacht. Man sieht bei ihm nichts

von idealischer Welt und verfeinerten Schafern. Er hat sicilische Natur und

sicilische Schafer, die oft so pobelhaft sprechen, wie unsere Bauern." See Kober-

stein V. 63.
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tungsart grossen Einfluss auf die Menschen haben kann, denn sie

1st die einzige, in die die jetzigen Menschen (d. h. Landsleute und

die niedern Stande die nichts mit der grossen Welt zu schaffen

haben) vollig hineinpassen."

The idyls of Voss 1

clearly reveal how for a long time he kept

groping about seeking for proper idyllic material. They show a

gradual improvement in choice and treatment of the sub-

ject-matter, until he finally found the proper sphere in which he

accomplished his best work. Most of his idyls are based on real

life, such as had come within his own experience, wherefore they

have the effect of an autobiography. In his very first productions

he celebrates the theme, which like a thread runs through so

many of his later idyls, and finds its highest expression in Luise,

namely his love for Ernestine Boie. In Der Morgen 2 and Selmas

Geburtstag behind the names Selma and Selino we at once recog-

nize Voss and his betrothed. But the immaturity of the beginner

and the beginner's tendency to follow extraneous influence, are

1 The Idyls of Voss most naturally fall into four groups, corresponding to

Voss's residence at Gottingen, Wandsbeck, Otterndorf and Eutin. These idyls

appeared first in various periodicals. They are as follows:

1. The Gottingen period 1774 5: Der Morgen; Selmas Geburtstag, Die

Leibeignen (in two parts) .

2. The Wandsbeck period 17768: Die Bleicherin, De Winterawend,
Die Elbfahrt, Der Bettler; De Geldhapers, Das Standchen, DerRiesenhiigel;
Der Abendschmaus, Der Hagestolz.

3. The Otterndorf period 1780: Der bezauberte Teufel, Die Kirschenpffuc-

kerin,Der siebzigste Geburtstag.
4. The Eutin Period;
Der Geburtstag 1782

^
Combined in

Der Brautigaws Besuch 1783 I Luise 1795.

Luise 1784.- J
Die Heumad 1784, Philamon und Baucis, 1785, Die Erleichterten

1800, Fragment einer Fischeridylle (language indicates a late date).

The first important publication of Voss works was Johann Heinrich Voss,
vermischte Gedicbte und prosaische Aufs&tze, Frankfort und Leipzig, 1784.

2 In Der Morgen the sentimental lyrical element is unduly prominent, and

Klopstock's angels haunt the poem,. So Selma's guardian angel flies to console

the absent Selino:

"Und ihr Seraph entflog auf goldnen atherischen Schwingen
Hin zum fernen Selino."
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still noticeable and to a marked degree, especially in the pompous

style and the introduction of the "seraphic" elernentof Klopstock's

Messias. The angels Sulamith and Thirza, sent to assist at the

birth of Selma, sing a responsive cradlesong to the music of the

golden harp, in sonorous hexameters out of keeping with their

thoughts.
1

With Die Leibeigenschaft Voss begins a long series of idyls

which have properly been called Tendenz-Stiicke. As he wrote

these idyls with the express purpose of instituting social reform

by holding up to view certain social wrongs of the period,
2 he

consciously or unconsciously imbued many of these idyls with the

bitterness of satire. 3 This bitterness introduced an element

which necessarily injured the idyllic atmosphere. Voss was

descended from serfs; narratives of his father and others, to-

gether with what he himself had actually seen of the curse of

bondservice as it still existed in parts of Northern Germany had

filled his soul with hatred and indignation against the tyranny
of the nobility. His soul burned with a desire to bring about

an amelioration in the condition of these peasants. This indig-

nation and reformatory desire prompted the idyls Die Pferde-

1 They even decide to inform her future lover of her birth:

"Meld ihm des Kindes Geburt, du Genius, dera er vertraut ward,
Bass ihm die Ahndung das Herz erlautere wiirdig zu sein."

2 The whole era of the Storm and Stress is characterized by restiveness under

restraint and a desire to break the bonds and shackles of tyranny -under what-

ever form they existed (we remember Goethe's "Tyrannen-blut trinken"). This

revolutionary tendency also manifested itself in the GftttiugerBund, and in many
of their poems took the form of a tirade against those whom they considered

responsible for the social inequalities which existed. Later while at Wandsbeck
when the ardor of youth was somewhat allayed, Voss's tendency became didactic;
he writes himself, that the work of a poet is "die Sitten des Volks zu bessern und
besonders dem verachteten Landmann feinere Begriffe und ein regeresGefu hi seiner

Wiirde beizubringen." See Sauers Gottinger Dichterbund, p. 16. Also

Herbst's Voss 1. 190.

3 Boie writes to Voss in March 1777: "Ihr Talent liegt in der Idylle. Sie

werden auch unser Juvenal werden, wenn Sie wollen."
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knechte and Der Ahrenkranz, which in parts are characterized

by a tone almost savage.
1

This didactic and to some extent satiric element appears in

almost all the idyls Voss wrote while at Gottingen and Wands-

beck. Der Settler declaims most bitterly against intolerance;

it is based on an actual incident which had come under Yoss's

immediate observation: a rationalistic and liberalminded minis-

ter has been persecuted and deposed by his more orthodox

superior. We hear Voss's own indignation when the idyl tells

us that the deposed minister is now supported by Der Bettler,

the cripple Tiess,
2 and is often obliged to starve, "weil er nur,

was Gott gesagt, nicht Menschensatzung, lehrt." Jiirgen, the

shepherd, is but the mouth-piece of the poet, when he bursts

forth: "Kopfhanger ihr, ihr Wolf in Schafsgestalt." However

we feel as if the moralizing element went a little too far when

Jiirgen adds:

Doch Gott sei euer Richter! Tiess und du

Habt mich so weich gemacht, dass mir so ist,

Sonntag, will's Gott, zum Abendmahl zu gehen."

1 Michel describes how his uncle in a dream had seen the noblemen feasting in

hell:

"Statt der Musik erschallt aus den Wanden ein Heulen und Winseln.

Drauf wird die Tafel gedeckt. Ganz oben setzt sich der Stamherr

Vom hochadligen Haus', ein Strassenrauber. Sein Beinkleid,

Warns und Bienenkapp' ist gliihendes Eisen. Sie fressen

Blutiges Menschenfleisch, und trinken siedende Thranen."

2 The lame Tiess is probably modelled after the soldier in Holty's Das Feuer
im Walde which in turn was a copy of Gessner's Schweizer-idylle. Ludwig
Holty (17481776) an intimate friend of Voss, wrote several idyls; Das Feuer
im Walde being by far the best one. He gained entrance into the Gottinfcer-

bund by a translation of The Rape ofEuropa from the Greek of Moschus, 1770.

We trace the influence of Voss's idyls depicting the life of northern Germany in

Holty's Christel und Hannchen, eine Schnitteridylle, 1774. Just before Holty
was carried away by consumption he wrote Der Arme Wilhelm, in which idyl

Wilhelm mourns the premature death of his love and expresses a presentiment
that he too soon will die.

J. M. Miller, also of the Gottingen circle, wrote a couple of unimportant idyls

(Daphnis und Daphne, Wilhelm und Lischen, 1773).
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In like manner Voss in the form of the idyl attacks many other

real or imagined vices of his times: so he declaims against avarice

in De Geldhapers, against superstition in DerRiesenhugel, against

bachelorhood in Das Standchen, against gluttony in Der Abend-

schmaus. These may be compared to the modern social story or

novel which preaches some special social reform.

Yet even in these idyls Voss considered the satirical and di-

dactic element less important than the idyllic. He wished to make

the idyl the reflection of life about him, with which he was per-

fectly familiar, of the manners and customs of his home. The

very names he gives to his characters, Hans, Michel, Henning, etc.,

the introduction of popular sayings, and the outspoken language
colored with provincialisms show that he had abandoned entirely

the "Frauen- und Unschuldswelt" of Gessner and Bruckner, and

placed himself on the soil of reality. More and more he drops the

satirical tendency in his idyls, and turns to the delineation of the

sweet joys of legitimate love and of home life.

The idyls De Winterawend and De Geldhapers* are two excel-

lent Genrebilder from peasant life written in Low German dialect. 2

In these idyls as well as in the ones immediately following them

the influence of Theocritus becomes more and more apparent.

1 Claudius (the editor of Wandsbecker Bote) considered De Winterawend
as Voss's most perfect idyl. Although the dialect to one not thoroughly used to it

conceals the excellence of the poem somewhat, yet one can appreciate the fol-

lowing charming song in praise of country life, sung while the members of the

family are gathered around the fireplace of a winter-evening. When Peter urges
Krischen:

''Sing du, ik groele dato, und im Schorsteen orgelt die Ostwind,"
the latter sings:

Wat ist doch voar en quadlig Ding,
In Wall und Muhr to lawen I

Drum hew ik mi ok vix und vlink

AVol up dat Land begawen.
As Landmann, law ik gans gewiss

Vergnogter, as de Kaiser is."

2 "Voss hat den Schritt bis zur voller Anwendung des Dialekts gewagt, und

so der reichen Dialektdichtung der nachklassischen Zeit den Weg gebahnt." See

Sauer'e Introd. to MalerMullerp. 5.
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Voss himself defends his use of dialect by referring to Theocritus's

The Syracusan Women, which idyl evidently was in his mind when

he wrote De Geldhapers. The two women of Syracuse force their

way through the crowd at the Adonis festival, as thetwo peasants
in Voss's poem press through the crowd of wagons and people on

the market place. The former admire the royal horses-of-state,

the splendid carpets and Adonis on the silver couch, as the

latter the Danish hussars with the bright sabres. Dramatic move-

ment and excellent characterization distinguish this idyl above

all others. Sauer claims 1 that were it not for the unusual dialect

of the idyls, they would be more popular in Germany than the

"still-life" picture of Der siebzigste Geburtstag.*

The most perfect of all the idyls in which Voss used the dra-

matic form combined with lyrical elements, as we find in Theocri-

tus, is Die Kirschenpfluckerin. The whole idyl is pervaded by the

calm and balmy atmosphere of the orchard on a summer's day.

How charming is the roguish Rebecka who takes away the ladder

from the tree in which Hedewig is picking cherries! The unwilling

prisoner is not released, until she has sung a song composed by
her lover. 3

But the peasant life of the North offered a rather unyielding

material for poetic treatment, and besides was too remote from

the interest and sympathy of the majority of Voss's readers. Not

until Voss in his idyls described scenes and conditions, in which

the simplicity of the country and the culture of the city were

reconciled and united in perfect harmony, did he fully charm the

hearts of his audience. This union of lowly life with high intellec-

1 See Sauer's Introd.to Voss in GQttinger Dichterbund (Deut. Nat. Lit.) p.

LIII.

2 Other less important idyls based upon Greek models are Das Standcben

(an imitation of Theocritus's Cyclops) with its rather forced humor, and Der

Riesenhiigel (imitation of Theocritus's Magicau, Idyl II.) with the strange

refrain in the song of the witch:

"Trommle, trommle den Riesen zum Leichnam, Abrakadabral"
3 Voss writes in a letter to Gleim to whom he dedicated the idyl: "Es ist ein

Versuch, wie weit man die Denkart der Landmadchen veredeln kann."
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tuaj interests Voss found in the country school-house and parson-

age, and his choice and treatment of just this field revealed genuine

poetic discrimination and even creative power on his part. Here,

too, Voss felt perfectly at home. His father had taught school

and his wife Luise was the daughter of a country parson. The

happiest experiences of his life had come to him in this harbor of

peace, upon whose secluded shore the ocean-waves of the troubled

world beat only with gentle murmur.

This attractive sphere Voss has depicted in Der Siebzigste

Geburtstag, and the three idyls which eventually were united into

the idyllic epic Luise. In Der siebzigste Geburtstag Voss has

erected a beautiful monument to his parents. He himself is the

expected son who brings Ernestine to visit the old home. This

poem marks Voss's highest power as a writer of idyls, "eine Perle

unserer Litteratur", as Julian Schmidt says. It is replete with

the atmosphere of love and restfulness, in its simplicity and brevity

it is the most perfect panegyric of happy family life. With what

art does the poet describe the mother's busy preparations for the

reception of the son and the daughter-in-law who were coming to

join in the birthday celebration of the aged father! With what

loving minuteness does Voss refer to every detail of his childhood

home! 1 With what grace does the young wife on her arrival,

when she sees the slumbering father, awaken him with a kiss! 2

Voss wrote no other idyl of equal power and objectivity.
3

1 See Voss p. 137, lines 2130 in Deut. Nat. Lit.

2 The fine closing lines are: (The mother)
"Offnete leise die Klink'und liess die Kinder hineingehn.
Aber die junge Frau mit schonem lachelndem Antlitz

Hiipfte hinzu und kiisste des Greises Wange. Erschrocken

Sah er empor und hing in seiner Kinder Umarmung."
3 When Voss for the first time collected and published these idyls in his

Vermischte Gedicbte, we can see by Wieland's review in Der teutsche Merkur,
August 1785, how they were received by Voss's contemporaries. Wieland says:

"Seine Idyllen sind nicht Kopieen, nicht idealisierte Nachahmungen des grie-

chischen Hirtendichters: essind wahre Theokritische Gedichte, nicht bloss in seiner

Mtinier sondern mit seinem Geiste gedichtet, der durch Idealempsychose in un-

sern Landsmann iibergangen zu sein scheint. Gerade so, denke ich .... wiirde
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When Voss composed Der siebzigste Geburtstag he was just

completing his translation of the Odyssey (1780). Not only did

the translation charm all Germany with its beauty and freshness,

so that Schiller could say: "Und die Sonne Homers siehe,

sie lachelt auch uns", but the Odyssey also sets its stamp

upon the later idyls of Voss. From now on he employs altogether

the epic form, no lyrical elements are introduced, and the

conversation is drawn into the epic narrative. Furthermore

the minute descriptions of household furniture, of preparations

for meals and other duties, point to similar descriptions in the

Odyssey as the model.

The epic form Voss employed and developed in the idyls Des

Brautigams Besucb (1783), Der Geburtstag, and Luise (1784),

each in its brevity and conciseness affording a charming picture

of the calm idyllic life in a German country parsonage.
l

All that can be said in praise of Der siebzigste Geburtstag is

equally true of these idyls. The happiness of ideal home-life is the

theme, which Voss describes with all the affection of his heart.

And how could it be otherwise? "Die rosenwangige Jungfrau"

"die freundliche schone Luise" is to Voss his own Ernestine, "der

ehrwiirdige Pfarrer von Griinau" and "die alte verstandige Haus-

frau" her parents, in whose home he had spent the sunniest days
of his life. True, there is a lack of psychological depth in these

Theokrit oder Homer selbst diese Natur und Dorfscenen aus unsrer heutigen
Welt behandelt und geschildert haben, wenn er in unserer Zeit gelebt, und (wie

unser teutscher Theokrit) in der Lage gewesen ware, die Natur von dieser Seite

belauschen und studieren zu konnen." Furthermore, Wieland praises in these

idyls the Neuheit, Wahrheit, Reichthum der Bilder, Poesiedes Styles, Versifi-

cation, Auswabl der Umstande, Natur und Landleben and Rusticitat.

1 In the words of a critic (in Neue Bibliothek der schonen Wissenchaften,
vol. 56, 261): "Schon der Kreis, aus dem die handelnden Personen gewahlt sind,

ist so beschaffen, dass er der Phantasie des Dichters einen giinstigen Spielraum
eroffnet und den Leser in einen anziehenden Standpunkt versetzt. Wo lassen

sich Tugend und Unschuld, Gutherzigkeit und Zufriedenheit raer erwarten, als in

der Familie eines wiirdigen und biedern Landpfarrers, oder, wo wird dergebildete
Mann lieber einkehren und sich besser und gliicklicher fiihlen, wenn er auf dem
Lande des Gewiihls und Getummels der Stadt vergessen will."
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characters, a lack of individuality in the poetic treatment, a lack

of action in the whole plot, but in spite of this or perhaps, in

consequence of it, we feel at once soothed, calmed and at home
in this peaceful atmosphere and in the presence of these attractive

people, whom we after all would not care to have otherwise.

Goethe often read these idyls to his circle in Weimar, and we are

told that certain passages moved him to tears, and he would

close the book with the words: "Eine heilige Stelle."

In these idyls Voss like Homer describes family life, furniture,

the kitchen utensils, and household duties. The description of

nature occupies a much more prominent place than in either Ho-

mer or Theocritus, as might be expected in modern poetry with

its deeper feeling for and appreciation of nature in all its moods.

But the dessription is not too prominent in these idyls, for we feel

that it is an essential element of the poem: these surroundings

are a fitting and necessary background to these characters.

At the advice of Gleim, Voss changed these three idyls and

combined them into one, publishing the whole in 1795, under the

title of Luise, ein landllches Gedicht in drei Idyllen. This change
and amalgamation made of the unpretentious idyls a pretentious

epic poem.
1 What in the idyl had been minor shortcomings,

(such as the comparative lack of action and of individual charac-

terization) in the larger epic strikes the reader as gross blemishes.

Furthermore, the simple natural tone has given way to one more

pretentious and pompous.
? The old realistic parson speaks

and moralizes much more than in the original idyls, hehas become

the main figure, as the poet wished to express his own philosophy

1 The original idyls had been increased by 468 verses (from 1392 to 1860)

to form the epic. And with every new edition Voss showed a misguided desire

to improve his work by adding to their length, and by changing thev simple tone

to one more stilted. In the final edition, the Luise had been incrrased to 2825

verses, one quarter of the length of the Odyssey! In almost every case the

original form is the more simple, natural, and pleasing.
2 The "Kaffee" of the original had become "Trank der Levant," etc.

See Sauer's Voss, p. 56.
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of life by the mouth of the parson. The didactic elements suffocate

the idyllic.

Yet the Luise does mark agreat advance and deepened in Voss's

contemporaries the appreciation and the respect for the dignity

and worth of simple idyllic life such as we find here represented.

Schiller felt this when he says: "Die Luise ist ein recht-poetisches

Werk, mit welchem Voss unsere deutsche Litteratur nicht bloss

bereichert, sondern auch wahrhaft erweitert hat." 1 And Goethe

writes to Voss immediately after the publication of Luise:* "Fur

das was Sie an Luisen aufs neue gethan haben, danke ich Ihnen,

als wenn Sie fur eine meiner Schwestern oder fur eine alte Geliebte

gesorgt hatten. Ich habe besonders die dritte Idylle, seitdem sie

in Merkur stand, so oft vorgelesen und repetiert, dass ich sie mir

ganz zu eigen gemacht habe, und so wie es jetzt zusammensteht

ist es eben so national als eigen reizend, und das deutsche Wesen

nimmt sich darin zu seinem grossten Vorteil aus."

But the Luise is not only a great poem in itself, but rendered

a most important service to German literature by directly sug-

gesting the idyllic epos Hermann und Dorothea, 3 The wonder-

ful and fertile mind of Goethe seized upon the ideas and under-

lying principles in Voss's poem, they grew and developed into

Hermann und Dorothea the most perfect burgerliche Epos ever

written. No longer an idyl, this idyllic epic is yet the direct off-

spring and most perfect fruit of idyllic literature. And Goethe

himself was the first to acknowledge his indebtednesss to Voss. 4

1 In a note to his treatise: "Ober naive und sentimentalische Dicbtung."
2 July 6th, 1795, See Goethe Jahrbucb V. 41. Goethe's famous and

sympathetic review of Voss's works (1802) was published in JenaiscbeAllg. Lit.

Zeit in April, 1804.
3 A. W. Schlegel in his review of Hermann und Dorothea says: "Bei der

Nachwelt wird es Luisen empfehlen konnen, dass sie Dorotheen zu Taufe gehalten
hat." See Koberstein IV. 460.

4 Goethe writes to Schiller, February 28, 1798: "Ich bin mir noch recht gut
des reinen Enthusiasmus bewusst, mit dem ich den Pfarrer von Griinau aufnahm,
als er sich zuerst im Merkur sehen liess, wie oft ich ihn vorlas, so dass ich einen

grossen Theil davon noch auswendig weiss, und ich habe mich sehr gut dabei

gefunden, denn diese Freude ist am Ende doch produktiv bei mir geworden, sie

hat mich in diese Gatttfng gelockt, den Hermann erzeugt, und wer weiss, was
noch daraus entstehen kann."
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When Hermann and Dorothea was about to appear, he wrote in

a letter to Voss: "Ich werde nicht verschweigen, wie ich bei dieser

Arbeit unserm Volke und Ihnen schuldig bin, Sie haben mir den

Weg gezeigt und es mir Mut gemacht." And the public acknow-

ledgement did not fail to appear. It occurs in the beautiful Elegie,

the prologue to Goethe's epos:

"Uns begleiche des Dichters Geist, der seine Luise

Rasch dem wiirdigen Freund unz zu entziicken verband."

With the discussion of the idyls of Voss, and their development
into the idyllic epos, we have arrived at the end of our study.

From now on idyllic literature in Germany as elsewhere seeks a

wider channel in which to flow, namely the Dorfgeschichte or

peasant novel, of which Gosse, in discussing a work of this nature

by Bjornson, says that it "is a recrudescence of the idyl in its most

primitive form, a recapture of the early charm of bucolic poetry."

TABLE NO. 1.

NUMBER OF WORKS PUBLISHED IN GERMANY DURING THE I?TH AND

18TH CENTURIES CONTAINIU PASTORAL AND IDYLLIC ELEMENTS.
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TABLE NO. 2.

Works of pastoral and idyllic nature published in Germany from Hessus to Voss.

(1500 J795).

Date of first

appearance.

(Also including works which greatly influenced idyllic literature.)

Title of Work. Author.

1509
1528
1 530

1567
1570

1579

1580

Das Bucolicon (
1 2 idyls)

Das Bucolicon (17 idyls)

Theokritus transl. into Latin verse

Virgilii Bucolica (Transl.)

Der Weingartner (a play)

Lob des Landlustes (Beatus ille)

Virgilii Bucolica et Georgica para-

plirasi. Introduction De vita

rustica

1595 Bcrgeries de Juliette (Montreux)
1600 (about) ContarinisSchafergedicht

(transl.)

1605 Longos (soon after transl. by Job.

Brieger)

1619 Guarinis Pastor Fido (transi.)

1619 D'Urfe's Astree (transl.)

1625 Lob des Feldt-lebens (based on
Fischarts 1579)

1 627, 4 Dafne (first opera in Germany)

1629 Sidney's Arcadia, (transl.)

1630, 4 Schafferey von der Nimfen Hercinie

1630 Lentz oder Friihling

1630, 8 Theatrum Amoris, III part von
der Liebe Endymionis des Schaf-

fers in Caria (Roman)
163 1 Friihlings-Hochzeit Gedichte

1632, 8 Schafferey oder keusche Liebes-

beschreibung der verliebten nim-

fen Amoena u. d. lobw. Schaffer

Amandus (Roman)

1632 Reu und Leid uber die Liebe der

Schaferin Dieromene

1636, 8 Wintertags Schafferey d. Scho-

nen Coelinden u. ders. ergeb. Schaf-

fer Corimbo (Roman)
The Ilyl in Girimn, Lite -attire.

Place of publication and
date of later editions.

Eobanus Hessus Erfurt

Hessus Hagenau
llessus Hagenau
Stephan Riccius 1573, 1580
Nicodemus Frischlin

Johann Fischardt Strassburg

1580, 1600
Frischlin Francofurt

1602,8

dutch F. C. V. B. Miimpelgart
Elizabeth of Hessen

Jungermann

Eilgerum Mannlich, Miihlhausen

J. B. B. V. B. . Miimpelgart
Martin Opitz

Opitz

Opitz

Opitz

Andres Findischen

Paul Fleming

(Torgau)
Breslau

Frankfurt a. M
1638, 1642,

1643, 1659

Brieg

Gera

Franckfurt

Leipzig

Leipzig, 1635
SS. D. D. 1641,1642

1645, 1652

1659, 1661

Zacharias Lund (Autograph in

Kopenhagen)
Fried r. V. Drachs- Leipzig
dorf
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Date. Title.

1638 (Drama) Daphnis u. Chrysilla neben

einem anmutigen Auftrage vom
Schafe-Dieb.

1640 Lamentatio Germaniae expirantis,

der nunmehr hinsterbende Nym-
phen Germaniae elendeste To-

desklage
1640 Hirt Filamon u, Schafernymfe Bel-

liflora. Schafer-roman

1641 Pegnesisches Shafergedicht (von
Strefon u. Clajus)

1641 Idyl (first)

Ein Hirten-gerathe eines Christ-

lichen Hirten, der seine Schafe in

der Fremde weidet

1 642 Des Daphnis aus Cimbrien Galathee

1642 Poetischer Rosen-walder Vor-

schmack oder Gotterund Nymfen
Lust ...... von einer Nymphon
entworfen.

1642 Frilling

1642, 8 Die verwiistete u. verodete Schiif-

erey. Leoriander betrogen von

d. Schaferin Ferelina (Roman).

(Two) Hirtenoden

1643 Tragico-Comoedia Von der ver-

liebten Schafferin Dulcimunda

1644 Schafferey (from the French of

Montchrestien) ,
one for each sea-

son (Roman)
1644 Weihnachts-Lied (Ecloge)

1644 Des edeln Daphnis aus Cimbrien

Besungene Florabella

1645 Fortsetzung der Pegnitz Schafferey

Author. Place.

Herm. Heim. Hamburg (das
Schere zwischen-spiel

meist Platt

deutsch)
Just. Ge. Sckotte- Braunschweig
lius, F. G., P.i

Georg Neumark Hamburg 1648

Geo. Phillipp Hars- Niirnberg
dorffer & Johann

Klaj

Georg Rudolf

Weckherlin

Joh. Brzetislaw (no date)

Mislick

Johann Rist, Hamburg 1646

P., F. G., E. 0.

PhilippZesen, D. G. Hamburg

Andreas Tscherning
Dresden

Kaspar Hertranfft (no date)

Ernst Cristoph

Homburg
Aug. Augspurger

printed in

Lappenberg's

Fleming

Jehna, 1645. 8

Dresden

Johann Klaj Wittenbergk

(Birkens Redekunst

page 297)
Rist Hamburg

von Birken u.

Klaj, P.

Niirnberg

1 F. G. means member of the Fruchtbringende Oeseltsetiaft; P. member of the Nurnberg f'egnilz-

seh&fer; E. O. member of Elbschwanen-orden.
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Date. Title.

1646 Montemayors Diana (transl.)

1646, 8 Roseliebd.i. Wald spiel in Reimloser

Rede. Fast nach Tassens Amintas

1647 Die vier Tage eines Newen und

Lustigen Schafferey von d. Scho-

nen Coelinden u. dereelb. ergebe-

nen Schafer Corirabo

1647 Das Friede wiinschende Teutsch-

land

1648, 4 Pegnesisches Schaeferdicht in den

Nordgauer Gen'lden

1648 Idyls (six)

1649 Vergils Bucolics (in Alexandrines)
also ein absonderlich Hirten-

gesprach eines Furstl. Person zu

ehren geinachet.

1649 Hirtenliedchen zur Vermehrung d.

Hochzeitl. Ehreufreuden Herrn

Job. Fauljoch
1650 Der Elmen-Nymphen Immergrii-

nendes Lust-Gebau nach Art eines

Schafergedichtes, (In honor of

the house of Brunswick)
1650 Die Nymphe Noris in zweyen Tag-

- zeiten (mit Gedichte, Ratseln,

Sinn-u . Reimenbildern duch arti-

gen Gebauden.)

1650 Deutsche Poetische Gedichte (con-

taining idyllic description)

1650 Teutschlands Kriegs Beschluss u.

Friedenskuss vom Schafer Flori-

dan

1650,12 Die Geistl. Schafferey Dem Hirten

aller Hirten

1651 Margenis, das vergniigte, bekriegte
und wieder befriedigte Teutsch-

land

165 1
,
4 Hirtenambt d. Geistl. Schafferey

aller Hirten

1652 Des Konigl. Printzens ErofllosHir-

tenliebe (after the Dutch author

Cats)

1652 Hirtengesang (zur Hochzeit Schop-

pings)

Author.

Harsdorffer

Zesen

Place.

Nurnberg
16611663
Hamburg

Christian Brehme Dresden

(says he describes

his friends)

Rist

Klaj

Weckherlin

Oswald Beling

Simon Dach

Enoch Glaeser

Sibylla Schwarz

v. Birken

v. Birken

Joann Khuen

Job. Geo. Albini

1647, 1648

1649

Nurnberg

Amsterdam

Schleswig

Konigsberg

Wolffenbuttel

Job. Helwig, P. Nurnberg

Danzig

Nurnberg

Miinchen

Nurnberg

Miinchen

Leipzig

Julius Bruning Konigsberg
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Georg Grefl iuger. 1 I amburg
E.G.

Heinr. Elmenhorst Leipzig

Greflinger Hamburg
lOed. to 1692

Tscherning Rostock

Job. Wedemeyer Riga

Miinchen

David Schiriner Dresden

Neuinark Jena

Date. Title. Author. Place.

1653 Der Getreue Hiirte. Arkadischer Ernst Geller Dresden

Hiirten-Aufzug. (Am Namenstag
einiger Priuzen)

1653 Das FriedejauchzendeTeutschland Hist Xiirnberg 1653
1653 Pastor Fido presented at Dresden

1653, 4 Der Grund aller Hochzeiten oder

Beschreibung d. erst. Hochzeit

zw. Adam u. Eva
1 653 (Drama) Rosetta Schafferey

1655 Aengelens Der verstMndige Gartner

iiber die 12 Monate d. Jahres

(Transl.)

1655 Vortrab des Sommers

1655, 4 Ein Hirtenlied (zur Hocbzeit d.

cand. Fuchs)

1655,12 Schafferfreud d. Geistl. Schafferey.

Dem Hirten aller Ilirten

1656 t'ber den Schafferischen Nameu

abgesehene Ode
1656 Ecloge. Florelle oder Lob-und

Trost-Schallendes H irtengesprach
beim Tode Eleonora Krausen,

gest. 16 Sept., 1655 in Weimar
1656 Wandlungslust welche in aller- Jac. Schwieger Hamburg

hand Anbindungs- Hochzeit- Neu-

Jahres- u. Liebes- Schafereien

besteht

1657 Musik- poet. Lustwald, also cont. Neumark Jehna
zu keuscher Ehrenliebe dienende

Schaferlieder

1658,4 Schafergedichtu.Schiitzengeschicht Cristoph Frank, P. Niirnberg

1659 Virgil, Bucolica oder Hirtenlieder Chr. II. Liibeck

(transl.)

1659 Adeliche Rose welche den Getreuen Jacob Schwiger Gliikstadt

Schafer Siegreich u. d. wankelm.

Adelmuht vorstellet

1660 Die Verfiihrete Schaferin Cynthie Schwiger Gliikstadt

durch listiges
vachstellen d. Flo-

ridan

1660, 8 Verlibtes Gespenste, Die Geliebte Andreas Gryphius Breslau

Dorn-roose (Bauerstiicke in honor
of wedding of Prince Geo. of

Glogau)

1660,12 Schaffer- Hirten- Liebes- und Tu- Joh. Geo. Schoch Leipzig

gend Lieder
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Author.

Geo. Heinrich

Weber

G. P. H.

Schoch

Wolfg. Helmhard,
F. G.

v. Birken

Const, Chris. Dede-

kind

Martin Kempe

v. Birken

Date. Title.

1661 Dess Elbischen Schwanen- Scha-

fers Hyphantes Poetische Musen,
iiber die himmelschone Eabelle,

treuverliebte Karylisis, falsche

Florinde

1663 Monte- Mayors Diana (transl.)

1663 Neu-erfundene Philyrenische Kriegs
und Friedens Schafferey, das ist:

Kurtze Chronologische Verfas-

sung aller vornehmster Gesch d.

Stadt Leipzig
1664 (In Ottobert the author speaks of

his) llirtenlieder

1665 Pegnesische Gesprachspiel- Gesell-

schaft von Nymfen u. Hirten bey
einem Hochgrafl. Beylager

1(><>.~> Altaniens werthester Hirtenknabe
Filareto unter e. Schaf. spiel u.

Sanglust
1667 Ergotzliche Friihlings-freude in

einem Pastorell.

1667 Schaferspiel der ehre des Iluhm-

seligsten Spielenden durch die

Pegnitz Hirten

1 668 Schilfergedicht; Ohne Gott. u. d. ges.

Vernnnft vorg. u, von vielen beg.
Thorheit d. Verliebten (Roman)

1668, 8 Klarin, Klariminde u. Magdalis,
oder Poetischer Myrthenwald

1669,4 Weinachts-Schafferey zu Ehren d.

(ieburt Jesu Christi

1669, 4 Die in der Fluent siegende Daphne
1669, 5 Jauchtzeude Cupido. Schafferspiel

beim Namensfeste eines Prinzen

1670, 4 Der Herculische Palmenbaum

(Schafergedichte)
1670 Knndegis, eine Teutsche Schaferey
1670 Wahrgilt, eine Teutsche Schaferey

1672, 8 Die Konigl. Schaferin Aspasia.
Am Geburtstage Herru August!

1673 Willbald, Teutsche Schafferey

1673, 8 Der Bekehrte Schafer (Roman)

1673, 9 Pegnesis: oder der Pegnitz Blumen- mostly by v.

genoss Shafere Feld Cedichte in 9 Birken

Tagzeiten

Place.

Gliickstadt

Niirnberg
Jena

Erfurt

Niirnberg

Dresden

Konigsberg

Niirnberg

Heiming Gross-

court

J. Hagen
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Date. Title. Author. Place.

1673,12 Des Blumengenossen Lilidans ge-

kiisste Lysis
1674 Trauer Hirtenspiel (iiber e. verstorb.

Markgraf)
1674 Die Betriibte und getrostete Ga-

lathee (Schaferlich mythologisch

Sangspiel ;

1675,4 Das verletzte, benetzte und wieder

ergetzte Schaflein, ein Feldgedicht
1677 Corydons auss Arcadien Viessir-

liches und gar erbauliche Narren-

bossen oder Spannene Grabschrif-

ten (Satire)

1678 Adam und Eva, oder Singspiel v.

d. gefallne u. wieder aufgerichtete
Mensch, (Transl. fr. Ital. Opera)

1678.8 Guarinis Pastor Fido (Transl.)

1679 Teutsche Rede- bind u. Dichtkunst-

mit einem Hirtengedichte
1679 Schaferspiel

1680 Eine Geistliche Schaferei in Rosen-

Lilien- und Negelchen Thale an-

dachtig betrachtet

1681, 8 Lob des Landlebens

1682 Der ungliickselige Hirt (From
the French) (Roman)

1682 Mirantisches Flotlein: oder Geist-

liche Schafferey. In welcher Chri-

stus under dem Namen Daphnis
die in dem Siindenschlaff vertieffte

Seel Clorinda zu einem bessern

Leben aufferwecket.

Schafferspiele (No. 1 Pastorell)

Joh. Tepelius, P Giessen

Michael Korgehl Colin

Christian Weise (Leipzig)

(the only one by
himcont. past, el.)

Joh. Lud. Faber, P

Christian Richter Hamburg

Hofmann v. Hoff- GOttingen
manswaldau 1679, 1681.

repr. 15 times

till 1730
v. Birken Niirnberg

Joh. Bapt. Renz

K. H. Viebing

(Gottingen)
Helmstadt

Ernst Stockman Jena

P. v. M. Regensburg

Laurentius v.

Schnifis

Constanz

1694,95,1711
1735, 39

1684, 8 Die betriibte Pegnesis- von dem
Wandel des sel. Floridans-mit

Gesps. Ged .... durch einen Blu-

menhirten (of v. Birken)

1686, 6 Der unblegliickte Schafer Corydon, Jac. Reich

welcher mit Zuhilfe der Cypris, in

Annehmung der himml. Rosibei-

len in einem Fortunate verkehrt

worden, bey einer biirgerlichen

Joh. Christ. Hall- 1750 Augsburg
man
Martin Limburger Niirnberg

Konigsberg



TABLE NO. 2. 79

Date. Title.

Hochzeit in einem Pastorell abge-
bildet.

1689, 4 Cain u. Abel oder d. Brudermorder

(Opera)

1690 Von dem Hof-, Stadt- und Land-

leben

1 692 Vorzug des Landlebens

1692 Mirantische Mayen-Ffeiff oderMar-

ianische Lobverfassung. In wel-

cher Chorus, ein Hirt, der Mutter

Gottes Schonheit besingt

1699 Die Wiederkehr der Guldenen Zeit

(Opera)

1701 Etliche Schaffer-Gedichte (in vier

Eklogen besingt er zwei Todes-

falle, eine Geburt u. eine Ver-

mahlung)
1702 Geistliche Hirtenlieder, der inihrem

Jesum verliebten

1702, 4 Der Tod d. Grossen Pans, oder

Herrn Schotten (Opera)

1705 Der Getreue Treu-Bruch (SchJifer-

spiel)

1708 Daphne (Opera) (Music by Handel)
1712 DiegeheimeLiebed. Diana. In einera

Pastoral auf d. Schauplatz

1714,10 L'inganno fedele, oder der getreue

Betrug, ein heroischer Schafer-

Spiel (Opera)
1 716 Feld und Landleben

1718-20 B. Neukirch's grosse Anthologie.

(Much of it Schaferliche Gelegen-

heits-dichtung)

1721 Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott

1722 Isaac u. Rebecca oder die Kluge

Vorsichtigkeit

1724 Hochzeit-fest (ein Pastorel) Scha-

fergedicht. (In memory of his

friends)

1725 Cupido auf seinem Thron

1726 Fontenelle's Endymion ^Trans)
1727 Ird. Verg. in Gott, II Theil (Spring

and winter)

1727 Gelegenheits Eklogen (In part VII

of Hoffmannswaldau's works)

by upper Saxon poets

Author.

Christn. Heinr.

Postel

Canitz

Canitz

Laurentius v.

Schnifis

F. C. Bressand

Place.

Hamburg

Publ. 1700
and later

Dellingen

Hamburg

Christian Wernicke Hamburg
1704, 1749

Joh. Scheffler (call- Berlin

ed Angelus Silesius)

Christian Hein. Hamburg
Postel

F. C. Bressand Braunschweig

Heinrich Hinsch Hamburg
Joh. Ulr. v. Hamburg
Koenig
Joh. Ulr. v. Hamburg
Koenig

Helmhard 1688
Collected by B.

Neukirch

Brockes

Niirnberg
Halle

Hamburg
Frankfurt

a. d. O.

Joh. Chr. Giinther Frkf. u. Leipzig
1723

Vocativo

Gottsched

Brockes

by G. F. W. Juncker

Friestadt

Hamburg



80 TABLE NO. 2.

Date. Title.

1729 Extract from Longus's Daphnis &
Chloe in Zeitschr. der Biedermann

1730 Schafergedicht: Das Neubegliickte

Sachsen (durch die Geburt eines

Printsen, auf d. Schauplatz vor-

gestellt i

1730, 8 Critische Dichtkunst (cont. 4 Idyls

of Gottsched)

1732 Phillis, Schafergedicht

1 732 VergUs Eclogues transl. (theils in

Hoch-, teils in Nieder-Sachsische

Verse)

1732 Die Alpen (written 1729)
1733 Daphnis, ein Hirtengedicht

1733 Sottises Champetres oder Schafer-

gedicht des Prof. Philippi

1738 Fabeln u. Erzahlungen

1738 Das Lob d. Zakenflusses u. s. Um-
zirks auf. d. Scales. Riesengebirgen

1739,12 Hirtengedichte auf die Geburt Jesu

Christ!

1740 Ode auf die Geburt Christi, nebst

der Priorischen Ekloga Messias

(Aus dem Engl.)

1740 Critische Dichtkunst

1741 An Friedrich II ira Namen d.

Nymphe Hercynie

1741, 8 Atalanta oder die bezwungene

Sprodigkeit (written 1740)

1742, 8 Amyntas, Hirtengedicht d. Tassi

(Transl.)

1742 Four eclogues as models in Gott-

sched's Crit. Dichtk. 3rd cd.

Schafergedancken beyeiner Jagd
seiner Konigl. Maj. in Preussen

Author.

Gottsched

Job. Ulr. v.

Koenig

Joh. Cristoph
Gottsched

Fried v. Ilagedorn

Caspar Abel

Albrecht v. Haller

Brockes

Chr. Ludw. Liscow

Friedr. v. Ilage-

dorn

Lindnor

Lindner

Elias Kaspar
Reichard

Breitinger

Kaspar Gottlieb

Lindner

Gottsched

Joh. H. Kirchhoff

Benj. Neukirch

Benj, Neukirch

Place.

Leipzig

Dresden

Leipzig 1737

1742, 51 etc.

Gosslar

Bern

Hamburg
Leipzig

Hamburg

Hirschberg

HirHchberg

Zurich

Hirschberg
1742

Leipzig 1745

Hannover

1742

1742

1743?

1743

1743



TABLE NO. 2. 81

Date. Title.

1743 Landleben in Ritzebuttel

1744 Oden und Schafergedichte
1744 Das Band, ein Schaferspiel, 1 act

1744, 8 Das angenehme Huhn, In versen

besungenes Landgut d. Herrn v.

Stocken.

1744 Elisie. Schaferspiel

Author.

B. H. Brockes

Job. Fried. Grafe

Chr. Gellert

Hinr. Jansen

Place.

Hamburg
Leipzig

Leipzig
Bremen

Ad. Gottfr. Uhlich Leipzig 1749

1744, 8 Die gepriifte Treue. Schaferspiel Karl Chr. Gartner Bremen

Gellert

Chr. Euseb. Suppius

1745, 8 Sylvia, ein Schaferspiel
1745 Der Inselberg besungen von einem

Meistersanger
1745 Hinterbergens Winter u. Sommer- J. B. v. Fischer

lustmitphysik. n. moral. Betracht.

1745, 4 Der blode Schafer (ein Lustspiel)

1745 Ein Aufsatz uber die Schaferpoesie
1745 Thomson's Jahreszeiten (Trans, fr.

Engl.) ("breit umschreibend")
1 745, 8 Die Martinsgans, Schafersp.
1 745 Der faule Bauer, ein Nachspiel

Job. Wilh. Ludw.
Gleim

Christlob Mylius
Brockes

Chr. Nik. Naumann
A. G. Uhlich

Leipzig

Gotha

Riga

Berlin 1746

1752, '63, '67

Hamburg

Idyls (in die oden Anakreons in Joh. Nik. Gotz
Reimlosen Versen)

1746, 8 Die versohnliche Liebe. Die zufrie-

dene Liebe

Die Kirms (Sperontes)
Katzchen

Der plauderhafte Schafer (Lustsp.)
Vom Natiirlichen in Schafergedich-
ten etc. (bes. gegen Gottsched)

Die beste Wahl. (Schafersp.)

1746

1746
1746

1746

Joh. Dav. Herr-

mann
Joh. Sig. Scholze

Joh. Sig. Scholze

Ad. Gottfr. Uhlich

Joh. Ad. Schlegel

1746, 8 Critische Briefe

1747 Ein Schaferspiel ohne Liebe

1747 Der Leichtsinnige (von Drymantes)
1747 Die Gluckliche Eifersucht. Schsp.

Metastasios Konigl. Schafer

(transl. fr. Ital.)

1748, 4 Die Sprode, ein Schaferspiel

1748, 8 Der Herbst.

1748, 8 Die Landlust

1748, 8 Versuch in moralischen und Scha-

fergedichten (resembles Haller)

(ed. by Uhlich) ("Ganz werthlos"

Kob.)
The Idyl in German Literature.

Bodmer u. Breitin-

ger
J. W. Jelpken
Fr.Wilh.Eichholtz

Hamburg u.

Leipzig

Frankfurt u.

Leipzig

Leipzig

Leipzig

Leipzig
Danz. u. Leipzig
Zurich

Erlangen
Zurich

Braunschweig-

Hamburg
Jena

Wien

J. F. Lowen Helmstaedt.

Frhr. Bachoff v. Echt
Frhr. Bachoff v. Echt

Chr. Fr. Zernitz Hamburg u.

1 745 Leipzig



TABLE NO. 2.

Date.

1748, 8

1748, 8

1749

1749
1749

1749

1749

1749,8
1749

1750

Title. Author.

Galathee u. Alcides, musik. Scha-

ferspiel

Der Kuss ganz neu musik. Schafer- Christlob Mylius

spiel

Der Friihling, ein Gedicht

Der grossmiithige Entschluss, 3 acts

(An article from) Guardian (cone.

Theocr. and pastoral poet., transl.)

Die Schaferinsel. Lustp. in 3 Aufz.

Die unschuldige Diebe. Schaferspiel

Neue Critische Briefe

Die gliickliche Eifersucht

Die Liebe oder Thyrsis u. Doris.

(Ein Schafergedicht in 3 Genan-

gen)

1750 Empfindungen d, Friihlings

1750, 8 Noah (Jacob u. Joseph 1751
Jacob u. Rachel 1752)

1750 Discours sur les Sciences etles Arts

(attacks civilization)

Hirten- Gesprache
Der Betrug bei der Schaferey (Scha-

ferspiel)

1752, 4 Poetische Blicke insLandleben (ed.

by Bodmer)
1752 Doris oder die zlirtliche Schiiferin,

lact
1752 Der Winter, ein moral. Ged.

1752 Der Fryhling (transl into French
'

1770)

1752, 8 Das Urtheil des Paris, music. Scha-

ferspiel (Ital. u. Deut.)

1753 Hirtenlieder u. Gedichte (Follow-

ing rules of Batteux and his

transl.)

1753 Das Schaferfest oder die Herbst

freude. Lustspiel in versen am
Namenstage Maria Theresa auf-

gefiihrt.

1753, 8 Die Nacht

1754 Damon und Damoetas, Ekloge,

Ewald Chr. v.

Kleist

Fran Gottsched

Christlob Mylius
Joh. Jac. Dusch

Bodmer u. Breitinger

' '

Keineswegs ein ge-

wohiiliches Gelegen-

heits-dichtung".

(Netoliczka.)

Bodmer

Rousseau

Suppius

(Seleontes)

E. F. v. Gemmin-

gen

Place.

Potsdam

Frkf. u. Leipzig

Berlin, 10 ed.

to 1804
Frkf. u. Leipzig

Leipzig

Wien
Hannover
Zurich 1763

Eisenach

2nd ed.

Georg Joach.

Mark

Cristoph M. Wie-

land

Anonymous ("The

song Myrtill be-

longs to the best

of the time")

Carolina Neuberin

Sal. Gessner

Mich. Dietr. Blohm

Ziirich

Gotha

Langensalza

Zurich

Dresden 1759

Rost u.

Wismar
1752

Berlin

Halle

Wien, 1753, 4

Zurich

Altona



TABL.E NO. 2. 83

Date. Title.

1754 Der Tausch

1754: Versuch eines Gedichtes iiber die

Landlust

1754 Die Scheme Nacht

1754, 8 Daphnis an Silen

1754, 8 Der Stand der Unschuld und Fall

des Menschen, Schaferspiel von

Dryden (transl.)

1754? Trilogie (after Prior's Despairing

Shepherd) ("Sterbeblau senti-

mental")

1754,8 Daphnis

1755, 4 Die Tageszeiten, ein Gedicht in 4

Biichern

1755 Der beste Vater. Schafersp.

1755 Discours sur 1'inegalite parnii les

homines

1755, 8 Doris oder die zartliche Schaferin

(Schafsp.)

1755. 8 Gartengedauken. Ein reimfreis

Gedicht

1756, 8 Idyllen

1756, 8 Von derUrsprungder Ungleichheit
unter d. Menschen (trans.)

1756, 58 Batteux. Einl. in die schonen

Wissenschaften (mit Zusatzen

von )

1757 Der Tod Adams

1757 Die Idyllen Theokrits, Moschus u.

Bion (transl.)

1757 Poet. Gemahlde u, Empf. aus d.

heil. Gesch. (ecloga sacra)

1757, 8 Die dankbare Treue. Ein Schafersp.

1757-60 Schilderungen aus dem Reiche der

Natur u. d. Sittenlehre fur alle

Monate des Jahres

1758 Neue Gedichte (including Idyls)

(one fisher-idyl)

1758, 4 Thomson's Jahreszeiten (transl.)

1758, 4 Der Mai, eine musik. Idylle.

1758, 8 John Gay's Fabeln (transl.)

Author.

J. J. Dusch

Fried. Dan. Behn

Place.

Liibeck

Joh. Cristoph Rost Berlin 1763, 9

Anonymous Halle

Frankf.

Joh. Arnold Ebert Braunschweig

S, Gessner Zrch. 1760, 65

Just Fr. Wilh. Rostock

Zachariae

Joh. Ad. Pantke
Rousseau

Joh. Cristoph Rost Frankf. u.

Leipzig
Ernst Gottl. Wol- Breslau

tersdorf

Sal. Gessner Zrch. 1760, 65

Moses Mendelssohn Berlin

C. W. Ramler Leipzig., 1762,

69, 74, 85,

1802
Fr. Gottl. Klop- Leipzig u.

stock Kopenhagen
Many ed.

Chr. Gottl. Lieber- Berlin

kflhn

Jac. Fried. Schmidt

Joachim Chr. Grot Hamburg
Joh. Jac. Dusch Hamburg u.

Leipzig

Ewald Chr. v. Berlin

Kleist

Joh. Franz v. Rostock

Palthen

Karl Wilh. Ramler Berlin 1764

Joh. Franz v. Hamburg
Palthen



TABLE NO 2.

Date. Title.

1758, 8 Der Tod Abels

Author.

Gessner

Place.

1758, 8 Die Hirterigedichte des Virgilius

1758, 8 Die Hirten bei der Krippe zu Bethl.

(musik. Ged.)

1759 Lyrische Muse an der Saale (Con-

tains Hirtengedichte) (in one

"wetteifert mit Rosts Schamlo-

sigkeit")

1759 J. Gay's Schafertrauerspiel Dione.

Transl. from Engl.
1759 Das Ochsenfest

1759 Schafergedichte (A. d. Engl. u.Ital.

iibers.)

1760 Der Morgen, in Prosa

1760 Lied der Nymphe Persauteis

1760, 8 Das Dorf, ein Gedicht

1761, 8 Der Schatz. Ein Schafersp.inlakt.

(in Alexandrinern)

1761, 8 Idyllen

1762 Kritik de"r Schlegelschen Abh. (an

advance in idea of idyl)

1762 Die Schaferspiele: Evander u. Erast.

Der erste Schiffer (his best work)

1762, 4 Hirtenliedern des Virgils u. Pope

1762, 8 Die Schopfung der Natur. Ein

Gedicht

1762, 8 Damoet u. Phillis. Eine Schaferey
1763 Bukolische Erzahlungen

1763, 4 Elmine und Ernst. Eine Idylle

Menalk in der Schaferstunde

Philemon u. Baucis, Sehausp. in

versen. 1 Akt.

1763, 8 Moses in Midian, ein poet.

Gemalde
Lieder auf die vier Tagszeiten
Der Sommertag in 4 poet. Be-

trachtungen
Lob des Landlebens

Idyllen oder Klagen fiber die

Fluchtige Zeit

Der Brudermord des Kains. Ein

prosaiches Trauerspiel

Zurich 1760,

60, 65, 67, 73

Chr. Gottl. Lieber- Berlin

kiihn

Karl Wilh. Ramler Berlin

Jena

1764
1764

1764, 8

1764, 8

1765

Paul Aug. Schrader

Job. Geo. Phil .

Muchler

H.

Ramler

Joh. Jac. Dusch

Gottl. Konr.

Pfeffel

Jac. Fr. Schmidt

Mendelssohn

S. Gessner

Joh. HeinrichSmid

Benj, Chr. llrin.

Giesebrecht

Joh. Sigm. Manso
Geo. Aug. v.

Breitenbauch

Joh. Dan. Glum-

mert

C. E. Suppius
G. K. Pfeffel

Berlin u.

Leipzig

Braunschweig
Berlin u.

Leipzig

Kolberg
Altona

Frankfort

Berlin

Zurich 1765,

67, 70, 75

Aurich

Halle

Bielsfeld

Frkf. u.

Leipzig

Danzig

Strassburg

Joh. Chr. Lossius Erfurt

Joh. Matth. Stoll Hildb.

(Graf) Alex. Wien

Christian!

Gleim Berlin

Karl Heim. Hoffer Leipzig

Lud. Fried. Hude- Wismar
mann



TABLE NO. 2. 85

Date. Title.

1765? (Allegorische Alexandriner) Ekloge

1765, 8 Jiidische Schafergedichte

1765, 8 Abwechselungen wider die Lange-
weile

1765, 8 Lob des Landlebens

1766 Laokoon

1766, 4 Lucas od. der erhorte Schafer, Eine

Idylle

1766, 4 Die siisse Dienstbarkeit, ein landl.

Singgedicht.

1766, 8 Thomson's Jahreszeiten; also Ge-

malde von der Weinlese

1766, 8 Die Abendzeiten in 4 Meisterge-

sangen

1767, 8 Die Ruhe auf dem Lande

1767 Bion u. Moschus: Idyllen (transl.)

1767 Der Wartberg bei Heilbronn. 12

Gesange
1767 Abhandiung vom Schafergedichte

1767 Theokrit u. Gessner (in Fragmen-
ten iiber neu. deu. Lit.)

1767,8 Das Landleben ("Kleinmalerei")

1768, 8 Idylle auf die Abreise Marien Char-

lotten, Erzherz. in Oesterr.

1769 Sieben kleine Gedichte der Venus

gesungen. Also Idyls.

1769, 4 Paris auf Ida. Ein heroisches Pa-

storale

1769, 8 Der Winter (eine moralische Wo-

chenschrift)

1770, 4 Der gliickl. Friihling. Ein Ged. auf

d. Ankunft d. Mad. la Dauphine

(Compd) ) Elegie eines Schafers (Imitation of

1770 ) Kleists Amyntas)
1770, 8 W. Collins Orientalische Eklogen

aus dem Engl.
1770 Einige Idyllen (in Vermischte

Gedichte)

1771, 8 Versuche in Idyllen

1771, 8 Idyllen: Die Hiigel bei Ratenau u .

Rosalia u. Arnyntas.

1771 Idyllen

Author. Place.

Joh. Elias Schlegel Leipzig
Breitenbauch Leipzig
H. A J.

Leasing Berlin

Joh. Dan. Glum- Danzig
inert

Joh, Dan. Glum- Danzig
mert

Johannes Tobler Zurich 1774

Quedlinburg
1773

Gottl. Cristopher Gotha

Schmaling
Fr. Grillo Berlin

Cristoph L. Heilbronn

Pfeiffer

Jos. (Freyherr) v. Augsburg
Penkler

Herder

Chr. Cai. Lorenz

Hirschfeld

Joh. Cristoph Re-

gelsperger
Abraham Jac.

Penzel

Joh. Heinr. Weiss-

mann
C. C. L. Hirschfeld

Joh. Rautenstrauch

Holty

S. Gessner

Leipzig 1768,

71, 76, 1828

Wien

Berlin

Rudrestadt

Leipzig 1775

Strasburg

Zurich

JenaJoh. Gottf. Chr,

Nonne
Hektor W. (Frei- Karlsruhe

herr) v, Gunderode
Joachim Cris. Blum Berlin

Karl Chr. Reckert Miinster



86 TABLE NO. 2.

Date. Title. Author. Place

1771, 8 Versuch eines poet. Gemaldes vom
Herbste

1771, 12 Theokritos Idyllen (Transl.)

1772 David, ein Trauerspiel
1772 Moral Erz. und Idyllen von Diderot

1772 Brief iiber die Lanschaftsmalerei

1772 Neue Idyllen

1772 Idylls of Theokritus, Bion

Moschus (prose)

1772, 8 Hirtenlieder, u. d. verklagte Amor.

1772-3 Idyllen

1773 Cimon, Schaferspiel (written 1747)

(After Bocc. Decamerone VI.)

1773 Idyllen

1773 Amor und der Dichter

1773, 8 Der Hiigel bei Kindleben

1773, 8 Amors reise nach Fockzana zum

Fried-Congress

1773, 8 Idyllen

1773, 8 Versuche von Schafergedichten
1774 Das Feuer in Walde

1774 Gemalde aus einer Welt unschuldi-

ger Menschen

1774, 8 Schaferspiele

1774, 8 Palamon, Schafersp. mitGestingen

(2 acts)

1774, 8 Die Promenade in dem Grossen

Garten

1774, 8 Die Christnacht unter den Schafern

(Dram, idylle)

1775 Idyllen

1775 Idyllen, Schnitteridylle u. d. Arme
Wilh.

1775 Orpheus, Ein Singspiel

1775 Menalk u. Mopsus (after V eclogue
of Vergil) , Eclogen

1775 Der Faun. Eine Idylle

Der erschlagene Abel. Eine Skizze

An den Friihling

Gemalde aus dem Sommer
Der Satyr Mopsus
Bacchidon u. Milon

Karl Sam. Slevogt Eisenach

Fr. Grille

Klopstock
Gessner

Sal. Gessner

u. Karl Aug. Kiitner

Fr. Aug. Clem

Werthes

Joh. Helnr. Weiss-

mann
Bodmer

Andreas Grader

Joh. Sig. Manso
Heinr. Aug. Otto-

kar Reichard

J. G. C. Nonne

Blum
Johannes Kraus

Cristoph L. H.

Holty
Theo.Joh.

Briickner

Moses Dobruska

Joh. Wolfg. And.

Schopfel

Hein. Aug. 0.

Reichard

Paul Georg
Hagenbruch
Bruckner

Holty

Werthes

Jak. Mich. Reinh.

Lenz

Maler M tiller

Halberstadt

Hamburg
Ziirich

Zurich 1772,

74,82

Leipzig

Leipzig

I^eipzig

Riga
Bielefeldt

Gotha

Jena

Berlin

Maynz.

Mus. Aim.

Prag u. Leip
Frkf. u. Leip

Gotha

Langensalza

Mus. Aim.

Zurich

Frk. u. Leipz

Mannheim



TABLE NO. 2. 87

Date.

1775

1775, 8

1775, 8

1775, 8

1776, 8

1776, 8

1776

1777

1777

1777, 8

1777,8
1777, 8

1777

1777, 8

1778

1778, 8

1778

1779,8

1780, 8

1780,8

1781
1781

Title. Author.

Die Schaafschur, eine Pfalzische Maler Miiller

Idylle

Idyllen

EinigeGedichte (Fikenscher) (coll.

by Krausemark)

Apollo unter den Hirten (Musik.

Schalsp., 1 act)

Die Werbung fiir England. Land-

lichee Lustspiel

Idyllen (9 versificierte, Gessner's)

Job. Heinr. Bucking
Job. Geo. Em..
Rosner

Gottfried Uhlich

Job. Christoph
Krauseneck

Klamer E. K.

Schmidt

Der Morgen
Die Leibeigenschaft
Die Pferdeknechte

Der Aehrenkranz

Selmas Geburtstag
Die Bleicherin

Der Bettler

Die Elbfahrt

De Winter Awend
Liederchen u. Gedichte, Schafer dra-

ma, etc.

Idyllen u. Erzahlungen
Eine landlische Erzahlung
Die Fiirstenreise. Ein landliches

Lustsp. in 1 act.

Ein Kinderpastorale, aufzufiih. am
Geb. tage s. Vaters

Wintergemahlde (2 Ausgaben)
Adams erstes Erwachen und erste

Seelige Nachte

Das Steingebiirge bei Adersach in

Bdhmen, ein Gedicht

Das Standchen

Der Hagestolz
Der Abendschmaus
Der Riesenhiigel

De Geldhapers

Es ist Friede. Ein landliches Drama
in 1 act

Neue Idyllen eines Schweizers

Jacob beim Brunnen, eine Schafer-

spiel aus d. Ital. des Lemene
Homer's Odyssee
Die Kirschenpfluckerin ^

DerbezauberteTeufel (Die Schnitter, ^
Theoc. 10) J

Voss

Traugott Benj.

Berger
Karl Hein. Hoffer

P. E. Birkner

J. C. Krauseneck

Heinr. Leopold

Wagner
Karl Chr. Reckert

Maler Miiller

Ernst Leberecht

Semper

Voss

Job. Chr. Bock

Bodmer

Voss

Place.

Mannheim

Maynz
Bayreuth

Wien

Bayreuth

Leipzig

Leipzig

Leipzig
Helmstadt

Bayreuth

Strassburg

Berlin

Mannheim
1779
Bunzlau

Leipzig

Zurich

1801, 02, 24
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Date. Title.

1781 Der siebzigste Geburtstag
1782 Theokrit (9 Idyllen), Bion u. Mo-

schus (3), transl.

1782, 8 Das Harz, ein Gedicht in 7 Gesan-

gen
Das Adonis-fest (from Theocr.) }

Des Brautigams Besuch (afterwards I

2nd part of Luise)
Luise (afterwards Istpart of Luise)

Idyllen u. Lieder

1782
1783

1784

1784

1785 Gedichte, vol. I Idillen

1785 Hochzeitlied (afterwards in 3rd

part of Luise)
Die Heumad

1786 Philemon u. Baucis

1786, 8 Idyllen (in his Gedichten)

1787 Ardinghello u. d. gliickseeligen

Inseln. (Ital. 16 cent.)

1787,8 Alexis oder von dem goldnen
Weltalter (transl. of Hemsterhuis)

1787, 8 Fischergedichte u. Erzahlungen

(introd. by Gessner)

1787, 8 Damot u. Phyllis. Eine Idylle

1787, 8 Salomon Gessners auserlesene

Idyllen in Verse gebracht
1788 Die Insel

1789,8 Gessners ep Schafergd. Der erste

Schiffer in verse gebracht

1790, 8 Idylle, die gliickl. Wiedergenesung
des von Flotow

1790 Two idyls of Theocritus (Polyfem)

1791 Sonntagsfreuden d. Landmanns

Author.

Voss

Chr. Graf zu

Stolberg
Er. Chr. Hein.

Dannenberg

Voss

Traugott
Christiana

Dor. Loberin

Voss

Jac. Fr. Schmidt

Joh. Jac. Wilh.

Heinso

Fr. Hein. Jacob!

Franz Xaver
Bronner

Karl Chr. Reckert

Uamler

Fr. Leop. Stolberg
Raniler

Place.

Hamburg

Gottingen

Dresden

I^eijtzig

Lemgo

Riga

Ziirich

Berlin

Berlin

Leipzig
Berlin

J. C. Krauseneck Bayreuth

Voss

Fredrike Jul. (Grji-

fln) v. Revertlow

Karl Chr. Reckert1791, 8 Daphnis u. Chloe. Idylle mit Ge-

sang

1791, 8 Die landliche Feier d. Fiirstenta- C. Krauseneck

ges, ein Dorfgemalde in 1 Handl.

1792 Das Morsergericht (transl.)

1793 Homer's Werke (Ilias neu-, Odys-
seus umarb.)

1794 Neue Fischergedichte

1795 Der erste Friihling

1795 Gesang d. Leibeignen beim Ernte-

kranz (later in Die Erleichterten)

Kiel

Berlin

Bayreuth

Voss

Voss

Bronner

Fr. Leop. Stolberg

Voss

Zurich
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Date. Title. Author. Place.

1795 Luise Voss Konigsberg
1795, 6 Uber naive u. sent. Dichtung Schiller

1796 Gedichte (incl. Morsergerichtetc.) ) y
1797 Vergils Eclogues (transl) )

1797 Alexis u. Dora. Eine Idylle Goethe

1797 Hermann u. Dorothea Goethe

The Idyl in German Literature.
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TABLE NO. 3.

Idyls proper published in Germany during the \7th and 18th centuries.

Date. Title.

1641 Idyl (First)

1648 Idyls (Six)

1656 Ecloge. Florelle oder Lob und
Trost Schallendes Hirtengesprach

(beim Tode Eleonoren Krausen

gest. 1 6 Sept. in Weimar)
1701 Etliche Schaffer-gedichte (in four ec-

logues he celebrates two deaths,
one birth and one betrothal)

1718-20 B. Neukirch's grosse Anthologie

(much of it pastoral Gelegen-

heits-dichtung)

1732 Die Alp n

1742 Schafererzahlungen
1746 Idyllen (in Oden Anakreons in reim-

losen Versen)

1748, 8 Versuch in Moralischen und Scha,-

fergedichten (inclined toward

Haller) Ed. by A. G. Uhlich

1750 Die Liebe oder Thyrsis und Doris

1753, 8 Die Nacht

1753, 8 Hirtenlieder u. Gedichte (after

Batteux)

1754, 8 Daphnis an Silen

1654, 8 Daphnis

1754 Damon und Damoetas. Ekloge

1756, 8 Idyllen

1758, 4 Der Mai, eine musik. Idylle

1758 Neue Gedichte (including idyls)

Author.

Geo. Rud.
Weckherlin

Geo. Rud.

Weckherlin

Georg Neumark

Chr. Wernicke

Coll. by B.

Neukirch

place.

Amsterdam

Jena

Hamburg
1704, 1749

Halle

Albr. v. Haller Bern

Joh. Christoph Rost Berlin

Joh. Nik. Gotz Frkft. u.

Leipzig
Chr. Fr. Zernitz Hamb. u.

1745 Leipzig

S. Gessner

Anonymus

S. Gessner

Mich. Dietr. Blohm
Sal. Gessner

Karl Wilh. Ramler

Ewald Chr. v.

Kleist

1758, 8 Der Tod Abels (transl. into French S. Gessner

1759)
1760 Der Morgen in Pros. Screibart

1761, 8 Idyllen
1762 Der erste Schiffer

1763 Bukolische Eszahlugen

1763, 4 Elmire und Ernst, Eine Idylle

H.

Jac. Fr, Schmidt

S. Gessner

Ge. Aug. v.

Breitenbauch

Joh. Dan.

Glummert ,

Zurich

Halle

Halle

Zurich 1760,

60,65
Altona

Zurich 1760,

60,65
Berlin 1764
Berlin

Zuurich 1760,

65, 67, 73

Zurich

Frft. u.

Leipzig

Danzig
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Date. Title. Author. Place.

1764,8 Idyllen oder Klagen liber die fliich-

tige Zeit.

1765, 8 Judische Schafergedichte

1766, 4 Lycas od. der erhorte Schafer, eine

Idylle

1766, 8 Thomson's Jahreszeiten (including

Gemahlde von der Weinlese)

1768, 8 Idylle auf die Abreise Marien Charl.

Erzherz. in Oesterr. (He wrote

many similar)

1769 Sieben Kleine Gedichte der Venus

gesungen, also Idyls

1770, 8 W. Collin's orientalische Eklogen
etc. aus. d. Engl.

1770 Einige Idyllen in Vermischte Ge-

dichte

1771 Idyllen

1 771, 8 Versuche in Idyllen

1771, 8 Idyllen. die Hugel bei Batenau, Ro-

salie und Amyntas
1771, 12 Theocritus: Idyllen (transl.)

1772 Moralische Erzahl. u. Idyllen v.

Diderot

1772,8 Neue Idyllen

1772, 8 Hirtenlieder u. d. verklagte Amor

1772, 73 Idyllen

1773,8 Idyllen

1773 Idyllen

1773, 8 Versuche von Schafergedichten
1775 Menalk u. Mopsus (after V. EC.

of Vergil) , Eclogues
1775 Der Faun. Eine Idylle

Der Erschlagene Abel. Eine Skizze

Der Satyr Mopsus
Bacchidon u. Milon

Die Schaafschur, eine Pfalzische

Idylle

1775, 8 Idyllen

1776, 8 (Anhang von) Idyllen (9 versificier

te Gessner's)

1777, 8 Idyllen u. Erzahlungen

Karl Hein. Hoffer
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Date. Title.

1776 Die Leibeigenschaft
Die Pferdeknechte

Der Aehrenkranz

Selmas Geburtstag
1777 Die Bleicherin

Die Bettler

Die Elbfahrt

De Winterawend
1778 Das Standchen. Eine Junker Idylle

De Geldhapers
1779 Der Riesenhiigel

Der Abendschmaus
Der Hagestolz

1781 Die Kirschenpfluckerin
Der bezauberte Teufel

Der siebzigste Geburtstag

(1781 Homer's Odyssee)
1783 Des Brautigams Besuch (later

2nd part of Luise)

1784 Luise (later 1st part of Luise)

1784 Idyllen u. Lieder

1785 Gedichte, vol. 1 Idyllen

1785 Hochzeitlied (later in 2nd part of

Luise)

Die Heumad
1786 Philemon u. Baucis

1787, 8 Damot u. Phyllis. Eine Idylle

1787, 8 Gessner's Auserlesene Idyllen in

Verse gebracht

1789, 8 Gessner's Schaferged. Der erste

Schiffer in Verse gebracht

1790, 8 Idylle: die gliickliche Wiedergene-

sungdes Cammerpres. vonFlotow

1791, 8 Daphnis u. Kloe. Idylle mit Gesang
1793 Homer's Werke (Ilias neu-, Odyssee

umarbeitet)

1795 Friihlings Gesang (later in 1st

part of Luise)

1796 Gesang d. Leibeignen beim

Erntekranz (later in die Erleich-

terten)

Gedichte (contains Morsergericht

etc.)

1795 Luise ein landl. Ged. in drey

Idyllen.

Author. Place

Voss

Voss

Traugott Christi- Dresden

ana Dor. Loberin

Voss 1801, 2, 1824

Voss

Karl Ch. Reckert Berlin

Ramler Berlin

Ramler Berlin

J. C. Krauseneck Bayreuth

Karl Chr. Reckert Berlin

Voss

Voss
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Gervinus, G. G, Geschichte der Deutschen Dichtuog, 5 vol. hrg. von Karl

Bartsch. Leipzig, 1871 4.

Gessner Solomon Gessner von Johann Jacob Hottinger, Zurich, 1796.

Gessner Solomon Gessners Werke Auswahl von Prof. Dr. Frey in Deut. Nat.

Lit. Berlin.

Gleim Johann Wilhelm Ludwig Gleims Leben aus seinen Briefen und Schrif-

ten von Wilhelm Korte. Halberstadt, 1811.

Gleim, J. W. L. See Anabreontiker.

Goedeke, Karl Grundriss zur Geschicbte der deutschen Dichtung SMS den

Quellen von Karl Goedeke, 2nd ed., 3 vol. Dresden, 1884.
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Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Werke.
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in Archiv fur Litteraturgeschichte. Leipzig, 1870.

Gottsched, Job. Cristoph Versuch einer kritischen Dichtkunst durchgehend
mit den Exempeln unserer besten Dichter erlautert, 4th ed. Leipzig, 1751.

Gottsched, Heron Johan Cristoph Gottscheds Gedichte. 2 vol. Vorrede by
Joh. Joachim Schwabe. Leipzig, 1751.

Gryphius, Andre&BDramatische Dichtnngen, hrg. von Julius Tittman. Leip-

zig, 1870.

Guarini, Giovanni Battista The faithful Shepherd, a dramatic pastoral trans-

lated into English from the Pastor Fido by William Grove. London,
1783.

Giinther, Johann Christian Gedich te, hrg. von Julius Tittman. Leipzig, 1874.

Hagedorn, Freidrich von Hagedorn, Poetische Werke. 2vol. Hamburg, 1800.

Hagedorn, F. von see Anakreontiher.
Haller Albrecht von Hallers Gedichte hrg. und eingeleitet von Dr. Ludwig

Hirzel. Fraueufeld, 1882.

Haller Albrecht von Haller, Auswahl in Deut. Nat. Lit. hrg. von A. Frey,

Berlin.

Herder Werke.

Hessus, Helius Eobanus Noriberga illustrata und andere St&dtegedichte.

hrg. von Joseph Neff. Berlin, 1896.

Holty, L. H. C. Gedichte nGn besorgt und vermehrt von J. H. Voss. Upsala,

1816.

Holty Ludewig Heinrich Cristoph Holty, hrg. von August Sauer in Der

Gottinger Dichterbund of Deut. Nat. Lit., Stuttgart.

Homer, Homeri Ilias et Odyssea edidit G. Dindorf. 5th edition ed. by C.

Hentze. Leipzig, 18934.
Homer The Odyssey of Homer, done into English prose by S. H. Butcher and

A. Lang, 3rd ed. London, 1*-81.

Homer The minor poems of Homer, with introduction by Henry Nelson

Coleridge, New York, 1872.

Kleist, E. C. von See Anakreontiker.
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selbst verbeeserten Manuschriften, gesammlet und herausgegeben. von G. C.

Waltherrn. Dresden, 1745,

Kudrun Kudrun hrg. und erklart von Ernst Martin. Halle, 1872.

Leasing Gotthold Eprahim Lessings s&mwtliche Schriften hrg. von Karl

Lachmann, Berlin, 1839.

Lohenstein DauielKaspers von Lohenstein Teutsche Gedichte. Breslau, 1689.
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1856.

Longos Longos Hirtengeschichten von Daphnis und Chloe, Uebersetzt von

Friedrich Jacobs. Stuttgart, 1832.

McLaughlin, E. T. Studies in Mediaeval Life and Literature. New York, 1894.
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Miller Johan Martin Miller, hrg. von Angust Sauer in der Gottinger Dichter-

bund of Deut. Nat. Litt. Stuttgart.

Muller, Friedrich Maler Miiller, hrg. von A. Sauer in Sturmer und Dranger of

Deut. Nat. Lit., Berlin.

Muller, Friedrich Dichtungen von Maler Muller, hrg. von Herman Hettner.

Leipzig, 1868.

Neidhart Neidhart von Reuenthal, hrg. von Moriz Haupt. Leipzig, 1858.

Netoliczka, Oscar Schaferdichtung und Poetik im 18ten Jabrhundert in

Viertel-Jahrschrift fur Litt. Gesch. II. 2, 1889.
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Scherer, Wilhelm Poetik. Berlin, 1888.
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